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ABSTRACT
Two stochastic models are designed for answering evolutionary genetic problems. The
first study shows that inbreeding-environment interactions increase extinction risk. The second
research demonstrates that 1) the carrying capacity and initial population growth rate is critical to
determine the population persistence time; 2) increasing the advantageous mutation rate reduces
the extinction risk although its effects are usually shadowed by population size and fitness; 3) the
new mutation correlation among environments rises during the evolution process, but it has
compromised effects on population fate.
Being able to accurately estimate the persistence time of populations of endangered
plants and animals is central to conservation biology and is of considerable importance in
forming land-use decisions. Genetic deterioration (due to inbreeding and random genetic drift)
and environmental deterioration (e.g. climate change, pollution and introduced species) clearly
contributes to population extinction. However, considerable recent evidence suggests that
interactions between genetic deterioration and environmental stress are ubiquitous. The
importance of these interactions for potentially reducing persistence times has not been
quantified and has not been taken into account by major conservation organizations. Using a
computer simulation, we have determined that including reasonable estimates of the inbreeding–
environment interaction reduces persistence times by 17.5–28.5% (mean=23%) for a wide range
of carrying capacities, assumptions concerning the number of lethal equivalents and different
regimes for the frequency and magnitude of the stressful environment. We note that the
proportional decrease in persistence time with inclusion of the interactions becomes larger (i.e.
ii

the interaction becomes more important) as absolute time to extinction gets larger. Thus,
inclusion of the interaction is important and surprisingly may be most needed when populations
are of intermediate size and considered relatively safe from environmental and genetic stresses
acting independently.
Mutation is one of the basic and important forces to drive evolution. Due to the small rate
per generation of spontaneous mutations and limitation of the experimental method and
technology, it is still difficult for scientists to study individual mutation effects and temporal
fitness variation under mutational constraints. We use an individual-based computer model to
simulate a number of scenarios by combining various variables: carrying capacity—K, initial
population fitness/growth rate – λinit , beneficial mutation rate – U b , the mean selection
coefficient of beneficial mutation – sb , and initial correlation structure – rinit . The results show
that K and λinit are two critical factors that affect the population persistence time. Mutational
parameters, U b , sb and rinit , definitely affect the population fitness, although they do not show
statistical significance for population dynamics. In the long-term view, mutational constraints
also indirectly adjust/influence population fate. This study can help conservation organizations
develop better breeding strategies to protect endangered species.
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INBREEDING-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS INCREASE
EXTINCTION RISK
INTRODUCTION
The increasing size of the human population and increasing per capita demands for
resources have greatly decreased the amount of natural habitat available for plants and animals
and increased habitat fragmentation. This, in turn, has made populations increasingly smaller and
more genetically isolated. These small, isolated populations are subject to genetic deterioration
(e.g. inbreeding, random genetic drift). In addition, some human-caused environmental changes
(e.g. edge effects, global climate change, pollution) make environments innately more stressful
than they would be without anthropogenic influences. Thus, populations are becoming
increasingly less genetically fit and are concurrently suffering increasing anthropogenic stresses.
The loss of reproductive fitness with increased homozygosity is known as inbreeding
depression and its magnitude for a given level of inbreeding is described by B, the number of
haploid lethal equivalents. A lethal equivalent is defined as a unit of genetic variation that would
cause death in an individual in a homozygous state (Morton, Crow & Muller, 1956). B measures
the rate at which fitness decreases with an increase in the inbreeding coefficient f (i.e. the slope
of the inbreeding–fitness regression).
All else being equal, individuals in smaller populations are more homozygous on average
than individuals from larger populations because genetic drift is stronger in smaller populations.
Habitat fragmentation often restricts gene flow, leading to inbreeding. Therefore, smaller and
1

more isolated populations typically have less genetic diversity and lower average heterozygosity
levels than larger and more connected ones. The loss of heterozygosity at overdominant loci and
the increase in the frequency of deleterious recessive alleles depresses fitness. Inbreeding
depression has been demonstrated consistently in wild populations under natural conditions (e.g.
Crnokrak & Roff, 1999; Keller & Waller, 2002; Armbruster & Reed, 2005; Liberg et al., 2005;
O’Grady et al., 2006; Reed, Nicholas & Stratton, 2007a,b; Kristensen et al., 2008; Trinkel et al.,
2008).
An inbreeding–environment interaction occurs when the effects of being homozygous leads
to differential fitness effects in different environments. The evidence for inbreeding–
environment interactions is large, and a number of papers support that inbreeding depression is
more pronounced in stressful environments than in benign ones (e.g. Pray et al., 1994; Heschel &
Paige, 1995; Hauser & Loeschcke, 1996; Bijlsma, Bundgaard & Van Putten, 1999; Reed,
Briscoe & Frankham, 2002; Kristensen, Dahlgaard & Loeschcke, 2003; Marr et al., 2006; Reed
et al., 2007a,b; Szulkin & Sheldon, 2007; Kristensen et al., 2008), which implies that B is
environment-specific. Armbruster & Reed (2005) reviewed 34 studies examining decreases in
fitness with increases in genome-wide heterozygosity in benign and stressful environments. They
found that the decrease in fitness with a given level of inbreeding was 69% greater on average in
the stressful environment than in the benign.
How inbreeding under stress impacts the likelihood of extinction is an important question.
In the laboratory, Bijlsma et al. (1999) and Reed et al. (2002) have used inbred Drosophila
populations to demonstrate that extinction risk is elevated in stressful environments. However,
these laboratory experiments used highly inbred lines and the artificial stresses used may tell us
little about how persistence times of natural populations are affected by inbreeding–stress
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interactions. In addition, inbred populations exposed to a single and constant stress may purge
deleterious alleles relatively effectively, because selection against recessive alleles is more
efficient with slower inbreeding and selection is more efficient in stressful environments where
the stress is invariable (Bryant & Reed, 1999; Reed & Bryant, 2001; Gle´ min, 2003; Reed et al.,
2003a; Pedersen, Kristensen & Loeschcke, 2005; Coutellec & Lagadic, 2006; Robert, 2006;
Swindell & Bouzat, 2006; Fox, Scheibly & Reed, 2008).
Considerable attention has been paid to the likelihood that more inbred populations undergo
higher extinction risks, but no studies have attempted to quantify the effects of inbreeding–stress
interactions on population viability. This study uses computer simulations to compare median
time to extinction (MTE) of populations without inbreeding–environment interactions and
populations with such interactions. We seek general conclusions for the impact of inbreeding–
environment interactions on the risk of extinction for imperiled species. We have not included a
selection component to these models because of: (1) the lack of data on inbreeding–selection–
environment interactions; (2) our desire to keep the model simple; (3) the conceptual choice of
focusing on the population dynamic component of the inbreeding–environment interaction.
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METHODS
We used a discrete-state, discrete-time recursion model

Nt + 1 = Rt × Nt (1)
where Nt is population size at time t and Rt represents the current environment-specific (benign
or stressful environment) net population growth rate. Rt is then modified by f (the inbreeding
coefficient), and B (the number of lethal equivalents). Each of these effects is explained in more
detail later. The simulation was run using MATLAB version R2008a.
The initial population size begins at half of the carrying capacity, which we denote as K.
The carrying capacity represents a fixed ceiling for population size even during the best
environmental conditions. Population extinction occurs when n ≤ 1.
This model uses two environmental states. The population will either experience a benign or
a stressful environmental state each generation (time step). We give a fixed probability, P (with
baseline value equal to 10% and varying to 50%) of the environment being stressful. However,
natural populations undergo continuous variation in the environment. Within each environmental
state, the effect of the environment on the population growth rate is stochastic and continuous. In
the benign environment, the specific population growth rate ( Rb ) at time t is determined by a
random draw from a normal distribution with a mean equal to 3.5 and a standard deviation of
0.70. Specific growth rates for the stressful environment ( Rs ) were drawn from a normal
distribution with a mean equal to 1.5 and a standard deviation of 0.3 (derived from Reed et al.,
2003b).
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B, the number of the haploid lethal equivalents, is calculated by the following equation (Morton
et al., 1956):

B=−

ln

WI
WO
f

(2)

where WI and WO are the mean fitness of inbred and outbred individuals (populations),
respectively, and f is the inbreeding coefficient of the inbred individuals (populations). Fitness is
the average reproductive success from one generation to the next, and is equivalent to the mean
population growth rate, that is, W = R . Values for B were estimated from the literature (Table 1).
The inbreeding coefficient, f, describes the probability that two alleles at a randomly chosen
locus will be identical by descent. The inbreeding coefficient is determined by the long-term
effective population size and is not fixed through time. In the absence of mutation and selection,
the inbreeding coefficient will increase each generation as described by the following equation:

ft + 1 = 1 − (1 −

1
)(1 − ft )
2 Ne

(3)

where ft is the inbreeding coefficient at generation t, and ne is the effective population size
(Falconer & Mackay, 1996). The inbreeding coefficient is set to zero at t=1 and subsequent
values are determined by the above equation. We assume that Ne = 0.5Nt at each generation.
Inbreeding–environment interaction
An inbreeding–environment interaction was created by assuming separate values for the
number of lethal equivalents for the benign and stressful environments in models with an
interaction and a constant number of lethal equivalents (equal to the weighted mean of the lethal
equivalents with the interaction) across environments without an interaction. For example, in
some iterations of the model with an inbreeding–environment interaction, the number of lethal
5

equivalents in the benign environment was 1.2 and the number of lethal equivalents in the
stressful environment 3.0. If the stressful environment occurred 30% of the time (P=0.3) then the
number of lethal equivalents (B) in both environments with no interaction would be 1.74. The
number of lethal equivalents used in the model is based on the means and standard deviations
from Table 1.
We measured the impact of the inbreeding–environment interaction as the difference
between the MTE for a population without an inbreeding–environment interaction and the MTE
for populations with an inbreeding–environment interaction divided by the MTE for populations
without the interaction [equation (4)]. From here out we call this the relative time to extinction.
[ (1 −

MTEw
) ×100% ] (4)
MTEw / o

Table 1 Summary of environment-specific B-values from the literature
Reference

Species

Fitness Measure

Armbruster et al (2000)

Aedes geniculatus

Composite fitness 3.62

3.91

Chen (1993)

Arianta arbustorum

Survival

0.18

0.07

Coutellec and Lagadic (2006) Lymnaea stagnalis

Hatching rate

0.13

-0.2

Dudash (1990)

Sabatua abgykarus

Composite fitness 2.75

1.49

Gallardo & Neira (2005)

Oncorhynchus kisutch

Juvenile survival 0.24

2.7

Hayes et al (2005)

Cucurbitaceae

Composite fitness 0.2

0.4
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Bbenign

Bstress

Reference

Species

Fitness Measure

Bbenign

Bstress

Henry et al (2003)

Physa acuta

Survival

0.06

0

Jiménez et al (1994)

Peromyscus leucopus

Survival

0.23

6.32

Johnston (1992)

Lobelia cardinalis

Composite fitness 0.22

0.46

Joron & Brakefield (2003)

Geospiza scandens

Adult survival

1.67

8.35

Koelewijn (1998)

Plantago coronopus

Seed production

0.16

1.92

Marr et al (2006)

Melospiza melodia

Composite fitness 3.00

5.46

Reed et al (2007a)

Rabidosa punctulata

Fecundity

1.34

2.81

Reed et al (2007a)

Rabidosa rabida

Fecundity

1.72

3.87

Szulkin & Sheldon (2007)

Parus major

Recruitment

1.48

5.28

Mean

1.13

2.86

95% Confidence Intervals

0.46 -1.80 1.40 - 4.31

Model structure
The following is an overview of the flow of the model (Fig. 1). (1) Initial State: population
size is set to 0.5K. (2)The environmental state is selected randomly with a constant and
independent probability for each environment: benign or stressful. (3) A specific Ro is selected
randomly from a normal distribution of environment-specific growth rates and then modified
according to the inbreeding coefficient and the environment-specific B-value. This provides Rt.
7

(4) Population size in the next generation (Nt+1) is calculated as Nt × Rt. (5) If 1< Nt+1 < K,
proceed to step six; when Nt+1 > K, randomly truncate (K-Nt+1) individuals.(6) Repeat steps 2-5
until extinction occurs.
Figure 1 Flow chart of the model structure. The top panel represents the case where there is no
inbreeding–environment interaction and the bottom panel the case where there is an inbreeding–
environment interaction.
Nt

Extinction?

Yes

End

No
Stressful

Nt+1

Repeat

Ro,Bc

Environment

Ro,Bc
c

Repeat

Benign

Nt+1

No
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No

K

Repeat
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Environment
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Repeat
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Nt+1
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K
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Statistical analyses
The primary analysis was the relative time to extinction of populations with and without an
inbreeding–environment interaction. We were interested in whether MTE is shortened by the
interaction and by how much. Also we were interested in the relationship of relative time to
extinction with carrying capacity (K), the frequency of the stressful environment (P) and the
number of lethal equivalents (B). Differences in median extinction time were compared using
analysis of variance.
Stepwise multiple regression and adjusted Akaike information criteria were used to analyze
factors impacting MTE. To examine factors influencing the importance of the inbreeding–
environment interaction on MTE we varied the parameters: B, K and P. We examined their direct
effects on MTE as well as their potential interactions. The numbers of lethal equivalents used in
the models that include an inbreeding–environment interaction were determined from
Table 1 and other references (e.g., O’Grady et al., 2006). The values were 0.6 for the benign and
1.5 for the stressful, 1.2 for the benign and 3.0 for the stressful and 1.8 for the benign and 4.5 for
the stressful. The carrying capacity was set at 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000 and 2500. The frequency
of the stressful environment was set at 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. The experimental design was completely
crossed so that a given K value was run with all combinations of both B and P. Each of the 54
sets of unique model parameter combinations was run for 5000 iterations and MTE calculated
from these iterations.
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RESULTS
The MTE for populations with an inbreeding–environment interaction was significantly
shorter than those without such an interaction. The reduction in MTE ranged from 17.5 to 28.5%,
depending on the values for B, K and P, with the mean reduction over the parameter space
examined being 23.0% (Table 2 and Fig. 2). Stepwise multiple regression with adjusted Akaike
information criterion demonstrated that the best fit model included the three main effects and the
interaction effect K ×B (Tables 2 and 3). The best-fit model explained 95.8% of the variation in
the reduction in MTE using multiple regression. MTE was consistently shortened by inclusion of
an inbreeding–stress interaction and the magnitude of the reduction varied only moderately with
changes in carrying capacity, number of lethal equivalents and frequency of the stress.
The magnitude of the reduction in MTE with inclusion of the interaction was positively
related to K (P<0.0001), negatively associated with P (P<0.0001), and negatively associated with
B (P<0.0001) in the multiple linear-regression. The interaction terms show that the negative
impact of the number of lethal equivalents on relative persistence time was not independent of
the frequency of the stressful environment. Rather the increased frequency of the stressful
environment acted multiplicatively with the negative effects of increasing the number of lethal
equivalents by increasing inbreeding levels relative to larger carrying capacities and less frequent
occurrence of the stress.
Absolute population persistence time was determined by the three main effects and their
interactions (Table 4). The MTE of a population with or without an inbreeding–environment
interaction was positively related to carrying capacity (K). Increasing the frequency of the stress
10

(P) or increasing the number of lethal equivalents (B) decreased the MTE of the population. As
the results concerning absolute persistence time are as generally accepted from theory and
empirical observation (see Reed et al., 2003c; Reed, 2008) and not the focus of this study, they
are not discussed further. They are presented here only to demonstrate that the model provides
intuitive results concerning well-studied phenomena.
Figure 2 Mean decrease in median time to extinction with inclusion of inbreeding–stress
interaction for different numbers carrying capacities (K), different number of lethal equivalents
(B) and different frequencies of the stressful environment (P).
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Table 2 Analysis of variance table for relative extinction time under various values of B (number
of lethal equivalents), K (carrying capacity) and P (frequency of the stressful environment);
comparing models with and without an inbreeding interaction
Analysis of Variance
Source

DF

SS

F Ratio

P

B

2

907.2

2073.6

< 0.0001

K

5

594.6

543.7

< 0.0001

P

2

576.5

1317.6

< 0.0001

B×P

4

145.9

166.8

< 0.0001

K×P

10

30.9

14.1

< 0.0001

K×B

10

8.5

3.9

Error

20

4.4

< 0.05

Table 3 Results of model selection for relative extinction time, using Akaike information
criterion adjusted for sample size (AICc)
Model

AICc

∆i

wi

B, K, P, B × P

129.1

0

0.44

K, P, B, P×K, B × P

129.7

0.56

0.33

K, P, B, B × P, K × B

131.8

2.64

0.12

K, P, B, B ×K, B × P, K × P

131.9

2.82

0.11

∆i is the absolute difference in AICc between the best-fit model and the model under
consideration. wi is the Akaike weight and gives a relative level of support for each model. For
example, the second model has three times the support (is three times a likely) as the fourth
model. Only models with ∆i scores ≤ 7 are presented
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Table 4 Results of model selection for median time to extinction, using Akaike information
criterion adjusted for sample size (AICc)
AICc

∆i

Wi

B + K + P + B×K + B×P

588.1

0

0.56

B + K + P + B×K + B×P + K×P

588.6

0.51

0.44

B + K + P + B×K + B×P

519.0

0

0.72

B + K + P + B×K + B×P + K×P

520.9

1.92

0.28

Model (No Inbreeding-Environment Interaction)

Model (Inbreeding-Environment Interaction)

∆i is the absolute difference in AICc between the best-fit model and the model under
consideration. wi is the Aikake weight and gives a relative level of support for each model. Only
models with AIC scores ≤ 7 are presented.
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DISCUSSION
The major conclusion from this research is that inbreeding–stress interactions impact
population dynamics negatively and in a significant fashion, such that persistence times
of populations are greatly reduced compared with expectations when the interaction is not
considered. Specifically, the inclusion of inbreeding–environment interactions shortened the
MTE an average of 23% over a wide range of population sizes and other parameter space.
Further, conditions that increased the absolute time to extinction led to more pronounced
decreases in extinction times with the addition of an inbreeding–stress interaction. Elaboration
on these points follows.
Without exception, all the simulation results demonstrated that inclusion of an inbreeding–
stress interaction reduced MTE relative to ignoring such interactions. Inbreeding–stress
interactions should impact population persistence negatively, because the interaction causes
inbreeding depression to be most severe when environmental conditions are least favorable. The
loss of fitness in excess of what is expected considering environment and genotype
independently is theorized to cause populations to fluctuate more (coefficient of variation in
temporal variations in population size becomes larger; see Reed & Hobbs, 2004), which lowers
stochastic population growth rates and increases extinction risk (Reed, 2008). There is also a
negative synergy that occurs. All finite populations will have at least some inbreeding. Because
the interaction magnifies the effect of inbreeding depression during stressful conditions,
populations become smaller than they would without the interaction, which in turn increases the
rate of inbreeding. These simulations provide us with important quantitative estimates as to what
14

extent extinction risk is impacted by inbreeding–stress interactions as well as the conditions in
which it is most important to consider such interactions.
Depending on the values assumed for the number of lethal equivalents, the carrying
capacity of the environment, and the frequency of occurrence of the environmental stress, the
MTE was reduced 17.5 to 28.5% when comparing populations with inbreeding–environment
interactions versus those without. The mean reduction over the parameter space explored was
23.0%. This is a biologically (as well as statistically) significant reduction that in effect means
that we may have 23% less time to solve conservation problems than we might anticipate
otherwise. To put the magnitude of the effect in perspective, O’Grady et al. (2006) found that the
inclusion of inbreeding depression reduced median extinction time 25 to 37%, compared to the
same models without inbreeding depression, depending on carrying capacity and number of
lethal equivalents used in the model. Thus, the inbreeding–stress interaction is of similar
magnitude to (_75% of) the direct effects of inbreeding depression.
The models predict that as persistence times grow longer (i.e. as B and P grow smaller, or K
larger) the percent reduction in MTE also becomes larger. This is a general pattern that holds
true when we varied even factors not reported here (e.g. the magnitude of the stress or the rate of
inbreeding). That the proportional decrease in time to extinction becomes larger when
extinctions times are longer may appear counterintuitive at first; however, we propose that
populations that have a low probability of becoming extinct due to environmental stochasticity or
inbreeding depression acting in isolation are more sensitive to the interaction between them. This
is in agreement with results of O’Grady et al. (2006) for inbreeding in isolation, who also found
a larger proportional change in the MTE as carrying capacity was increased. Thus, the threshold
for a population entering into an extinction vortex is lower on average when the interaction
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between inbreeding depression and environmental stress are considered. Therefore, inclusion of
the inbreeding–stress interaction may be most needed when populations are viewed as being
relatively safe from environmental and genetic stresses acting independently.
The fact that larger populations are more strongly affected by the interaction should not be
taken to mean that the interaction should be ignored in small populations, no more than the
results of O’Grady et al. (2006) suggest that you should ignore inbreeding depression in small
populations. There are several reasons for the need to focus on small- to medium-sized
populations: (1) Though the proportional change is larger, smaller populations are at greater
absolute risk and the shortened time to extinction from the interaction has more urgent
consequences even if the proportional change is not as large. (2) Smaller populations are far
more likely to actually reach inbreeding levels where the interaction is important. One set of
empirical results suggests that inbreeding–stress interactions may become critical in populations
with inbreeding coefficients (f) Z0.20 (Reed et al., 2007a). (3) In larger populations, both
mutation and the increased effectiveness of selection against homozygotes may buffer
populations against the effects inbreeding-interaction effects (but see discussion of purging
below). We did not model purging of the genetic load in these models. (4) The inbreeding–
environment interaction, though stronger in larger populations, is relatively constant. At a
carrying capacity of 50 individuals the reduction is still 17.5% on average.
Development of species-specific models of environment–tress interactions is probably not a
realistic goal. We have very little information on the number of lethal equivalents for any given
species in the wild. Collecting adequate data to estimate how the number of lethal equivalents
changes with multiple stressors that follow a continuous distribution, especially for a large
number of endangered species, is next to impossible even given the advances in developing
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anonymous nuclear DNA markers. Thus, the results of these simulations should provide a
general expectation. The evidence for increased levels of inbreeding depression in more stressful
environments is growing. A review of 34 studies (Armbruster & Reed, 2005) found that
inbreeding depression was 69% greater on average in a more stressful environment and more
confirmatory studies have been conducted since (e.g. Kristensen et al., 2008). However, most of
these studies were conducted in artificial systems and many used novel stresses.
Herein we reviewed 15 studies looking at wild populations under natural conditions, where
one or more potential stressors were measured, and compare the number of lethal equivalents
under more and less stressful conditions. When looking only at stresses under natural conditions,
we found the number of lethal equivalents to be 2.53 times greater under increased stress. The
difference between this study and Armbruster & Reed (2005) is likely due to the multiple and
complex stressors found in nature compared with the laboratory. The fact that natural
populations face so many different stresses makes a significant purging of the genetic load
suggested by some (e.g. Robert, 2006) unlikely as the correlation of allelic effects between
environments it typically low (e.g. Armbruster & Reed, 2005; Kristensen et al., 2008). However,
it may be desirable for future modeling of inbreeding–stress interactions to include more explicit
genetic mechanisms such as selection.
This study has important implications for the conservation and management of imperiled
species. Currently the major conservation organizations (e.g. IUCN, Nature Conservancy)
correctly place emphasis on the fact that smaller populations are at greater risk of extinction, but
they have not explicitly taken into account the influence of inbreeding–stress interactions.
Conservation organizations may wish to give special consideration to populations that show
evidence of inbreeding depression or have reduced levels of genetic variation that suggest past
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inbreeding and are known to be experiencing novel or increased levels of stress (e.g. global
climate change, bioaccumulation of metals). Inbreeding–stress interactions might be a
particularly insidious threat if the population has recovered to large numbers after having passed
through an extended bottleneck and its level of inbreeding is not obvious.
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Appendix A. Source Codes
function[Ntplus1,ftplus1,Rt,flag]=model1(Nt,ft,p,K)
if Nt<=1
Ntplus1 = 0;

%define the extinction
%the program stop with one year lag

Rtplus1 =0;
flag = 0;
return;
end
if rand < p
flag = 0;
else
flag = 1;
end
if flag

%default value is 1 (benign environment)

Rbar = 3.75 + randn * 0.7;
B = 0.6;

%the haploid lethal equivalence in benign one

else
Rbar = 1.75 + randn * 0.3
B = 1.5;

%the haploid lethal equivalence in bad one

end
Rt = Rbar * exp (-2*B*ft);
Ntplus1 = Rt * Nt;

%population dynamic recursion

if Ntplus1 > K

%celling carrying capacity model

Ntplus1 = K;
end
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function[i] = test1(index, sFile, sFile1 )
%Initial the papameters
K = 250;

%K is the carrying capacity

N = 0.5 * K; %The initial population size equals to half of the K
Rt = 0;

%Rt is the net population growth rate of the inbred population

flag = 0;

%flag is used for deciding the environment state

p = 0.3;

%p is the proportion of stressful environment frequency

sFileName = strcat( sFile, int2str(index), '.txt');
i = 1;

%begin count

fData = fopen( sFileName, 'w');
while 1
[N,f,Rt,flag] = model1(N,f,p,K); %transfer model1, get the N of the next generation
fprintf( fData, '%f\n\r\n\r', N ); %write the N to that file
i = i + 1;
if N <= 1

%extinction option

fprintf( fData, '%f\n\r\n\r', 0 );

%add a 0 to that file

break;

%leave the loop

end
end

fclose( fData );

%close the file
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clear all;
sFile='D:\work\project1w\test'; %Input file name and path
repeat = 5000;

%set up the repeat populations

generations = zeros(1, repeat);

%initial a 1*repeat zeros array for generations of 1 pop.

%get the population dynamic of repeat populations
for i = 1:repeat
generations(1,i) = test1( i, sFile, sFile1 ); %transfer test1
end
median( generations ) %calcualte the median time to extinction
figure;

%open a figure window

for i = 1:repeat
sFileName = strcat( sFile, int2str(i), '.txt' );
fData = fopen( sFileName , 'r' );
N= fscanf(fData, '%f' );

%get the N values

hold on;

%keeping that window on for next drawing

plot(N);

%take the generations as the abscissa, N is the ordinate

fclose(fData);
end
for i = 1:repeat
sFileName1 = strcat( sFile1,int2str(i),'.txt');
fData1 = fopen( sFileName1, 'r');
fclose(fData1);
end
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function[Ntplus1,ftplus1,Rt,flag]=model2(Nt,ft,p,K)
if Nt<=1
Ntplus1 = 0;

%define the extinction
%the program stop with one year lag

Rtplus1 =0;
flag = 0;
return;
end
if rand < p
flag = 0;
else
flag = 1;
end
if flag

%default value is 1 (benign environment)

Rbar = 3.75 + randn * 0.7;
B = 0.69;
else
Rbar = 1.75 + randn * 0.3
B = 0.69;

%the haploid lethal equivalence in bad one

end
Rt = Rbar * exp (-2*B*ft);
Ntplus1 = Rt * Nt;

%population dynamic recursion

if Ntplus1 > K

%celling carrying capacity model

Ntplus1 = K;
end
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function[i] = test2(index, sFile, sFile1)
%Initial the papameters
K = 250;

%K is the carrying capacity

N = 0.5 * K;

%The initial population size equals to half of the K

Rt = 0;

%Rt is the net population growth rate of the inbred population

flag = 0;

%flag is used for deciding the environment state

p = 0.3;

%p is the proportion of stressful environment frequency

sFileName = strcat( sFile, int2str(index), '.txt');
i = 1;

%begin count

fData = fopen( sFileName, 'w');

%open such file for writing

while 1
[N,f,Rt,flag] = model2(N,f,p,K);
fprintf( fData, '%f\n\r\n\r', N );
i = i + 1;
if N <= 1
fprintf( fData, '%f\n\r\n\r', 0 );
break;
end
end

fclose( fData );
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clear all;
sFile='D:\work\project1no\test'; %Input file name and path
repeat = 5000;

%set up the repeat populations

generations = zeros(1, repeat);

%initial a 1*repeat zeros array for generations of 1 pop.

%get the population dynamic of repeat populations
for i = 1:repeat
generations(1,i) = test1( i, sFile, sFile1 ); %transfer test1
end
median( generations ) %calcualte the median time to extinction
figure;

%open a figure window

for i = 1:repeat
sFileName = strcat( sFile, int2str(i), '.txt' );
fData = fopen( sFileName , 'r' );
N= fscanf(fData, '%f' );

%get the N values

hold on;

%keeping that window on for next drawing

plot(N);

%take the generations as the abscissa, N is the ordinate

fclose(fData);
end
for i = 1:repeat
sFileName1 = strcat( sFile1,int2str(i),'.txt');
fData1 = fopen( sFileName1, 'r');
fclose(fData1);
end
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CHANGES IN FITNESS, GENETIC DIVERSITY, AND
EXTINCTION PROBABILITY UNDER A VARIABLE
CORRELATION STRUCTURE FOR NEW MUTATIONS IN A
STOCHASTIC ENVIRONMENT
INTRODUCTION
Mutation forms the building blocks of evolution. The fitness effects of the spontaneous
mutations are important to evolutionary questions such as the maintenance of genetic variation
(e.g., Charlesworth et al. 1993; Charlesworth et al. 1995), providing an evolutionary advantage
for sex and recombination (e.g., Kondrashov 1988; Charlesworth 1990; Peck et al. 1997), and the
extinction of small populations (e.g., Gabriel and Burger 1994; Lande 1995; Lynch et al. 1995a;
Whitlock 2000).
Although understanding the mutation process is very critical, it is not easy to obtain the
full spectrum of mutation parameters (such as mutation rate – the number of various types of
mutations that occur per generation in the population, the distribution of fitness effects, and the
correlation of mutational effects across environments, etc.). Most evidence is derived from two
different approaches: mutation-accumulation (MA) or mutagenesis experiments and the analysis
of DNA sequence data (Eyre-Walker and Keightley, 2007). Given the spontaneous mutations
offering the potential for adaptive evolution, we have only collected data from the MA
experiments which are conducted on several short generation model organisms, like Drosophila
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melanogaster (Mukai et al, 1972; Ohnishi 1977; Fry et al, 1996, 1999, 2002, 2004; Houle et al,
1996; Garcia-Dorado et al, 1998; Houle and Nuzhdin 2004), Caenorhabitis elegans (Keightley
and Caballero 1997; Vassilieva and Lynch 1999; Vassilieva et al, 2000; Begin and Schoen
2006), Arabidopsis thaliana (Schultz et al, 1999; Shaw et al, 2002; Kavanaugh and Shaw 2007),
Escherichia coli (Kibota and Lynch, 1996; Loewe et al, 2003), Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(Wloch et al, 2001; Zeyl and de Visser 2001), and RNA virus φ 6 (Burch et al, 2007).
We could divide new mutations into three categories based on their effects on fitness: 1)
deleterious mutations can decrease fitness; 2) beneficial mutations increase fitness and 3) neutral
mutations have no effect on fitness. The vast majority of new mutations with fitness effects
appear to be deleterious (Kibota and Lynch, 1996; Lynch et al, 1999; Keightley & Lynch, 2003;
Houle and Nuzhdin 2004; Begin and Schoen 2006). However, beneficial mutations have also
been observed in experiments (Burch and Chao1999; Shaw et al, 2002; Chang and Shaw 2003;
Burch et al, 2007, Kavanugh and Shaw 2005). A recent review of the literature, Eyre-Walker and
Keightley (2007), generalized viewpoints on the distribution of fitness effects of new mutations.
They found: 1) Advantageous mutations are usually rare compared to deleterious ones and
different effective population sizes could be used to detect those effects in experiments
(Whitelock 2000; Silander et al, 2007). 2) Favorable mutations are exponentially distributed
(Gillespie 1984, 1991; Orr 2002, 2003), at least for the strongly beneficial mutations. Tables 1
and 2 summarize the estimated mutation parameters from empirical studies. (CV is the
coefficient of variance, and CV =

standard deviation
×100% ).
mean
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Table1 The spontaneous mutation rate per nucleotide basis per generation from literature
Citation

Species

Traits

Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

CV

Mukai 1964 D. melanogaster

Viability

5.71X10-9

Mukai et al.
1972

D. melanogaster

Viability

7.01X10-9

Drake 1991

13 microbes

Houle et al.
1992

D. melanogaster

Fitness

1.63X10-9

Kibota &
Lynch 1996

E.coli

Fitness

3.67X10-11

Deng &
Daphnia pulicaria
Lynch 1997

Fitness

5.38X10-9

Daphnia arenata

Fitness

3.75X10-9

Keightley &
Caballero
1997

C.elegans

Reproduction

2.59X10-11

GarcoaDorado &
Marin 1998

D. Melanogaster

Wing lengh

3.02X10-10

Sternopleural
bristle number

5.30X10-10

Abdominal
bristle number

1.50X10-10

Fitness

2.44X10-10

Size at maturity

2.60X10-9

Age at maturity

3.61X10-10 235%

Adult instar
duration

1.64X10-10 48.10%

GarciaDorado et al. D. melanogaster
1998
Lynch et al.
1998

Daphnia pulex

9.96X10-11
~7.23X10-7
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272%

Stressful

CV

Citation

Species

Traits

Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

CV

Size at birth

5.40X10-9

281%

Clutch size

7.18X10-10 550%

Survival to
maturity

6.95X10-9

139%

Elena &
Moya 1999

Vesicular
stomatitis virus

Fitness

1.47X10-4 15.60%

Fry et al.
1999

D. melanogaster

Viability

1.71X10-10 ~152%

Schultz et al.
1999

A. thaliana

Total fintss

1.28X10-9

Germination
rate

1.73X10-11

Fruit set

2.60X10-11

r

1.60X10-10

Productivity

2.29X10-10

Survival to
maturity

1.20X10-10

Fitness

>2.0X10-10

Seed Number

2.59X10-11

Fruit Number

6.93X10-11

Reproductive
Mass

1.73X10-11

Productivity

3.19X10-10 49.50%

Vassilieva &
Lynch 1999

C.elegans

Willis 1999 Mimulus guttatus
Shaw et al.
2000

Vassilieva et
al. 2000

Chavarrias
et al. 2001

A.thaliana

C.elegans

D. melanogaster

Intrinsic rate of
increase

2.24X10-10

Competitive
Viability

8.15X10-11
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Stressful

45%

3.74X10-11

CV

Citation

Species

Traits

Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

CV

22%

Imhof &
Schlotterer
2001

E.coli

Fitness

Szafraniec et
al. 2001

S. cereviasiae

Fitness

1.27X10-7

Zeyl &
deVisser
2001

S. cerevisiae

Fitness

1.65X10-10

Egg-to-adult
Viability

4.08X10-11

Caballero et
D. melanogaster
al. 2002

Stressful

4X10-9

94%

2.53X10-11
Fry &
Heinsohn,
2002

D. melanogaster

Egg-to-adult
Viability

5.79X10-10

Burch &
Chao, 2004

φ6

Fitness

6.44X10-6

Egg-to-adult
Viability

3.52X10-10

Charleswort
D. melanogaster
h et al. 2004
Denver et al.
2004

C. elegans

Estes et al.
2004

C.elegans

Xu 2004

Ajie et al.
2005

2.1X10-8

32%

Productivity

4.9X10-10

49%

r

1.4X10-10

43%

Survival

3.0X10-11

30%

Vegetative
fitness

5.93X10-11

9.55X10-11

Vegetative
fitness

7.17X10-11

3.69X10-11

C. elegans

Directness

1.5X10-10

C. elegans

Velocity

4.3X10-11

C. neoformans
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CV

Citation

Species

Traits

Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

CV

Stressful

CV

2.7X10-11

C. elegans

Turn Rate

C. briggsae

Fitness

4.81X10-9 31.40%

C.elegans

Fitness

7.0X10-11 80.40%

Denver et al.
2005

C.elegans

DNA compare

2.1X10-8 33.30%

Zeyl 2005

S. cerevisiae

Fitness

Baer et al.
2006

C.elegans

Total fitness

1.4X10-10 44.20% 1.9X10-10

60.30
%

C. briggsae

Total fitness

4.52X10-10 28.90% 8.56X10-10

35.70
%

C.elegans

Productivity

1.2X10-10 42.80% 1.8X10-10 80%

C. briggsae

Productivity

3.75X10-10 17.60% 1.14X10-9

Barrett et al.
2006

P. fluorescens

Fitness

3.8X10-8

Kassen &
Bataillon,
2006

P. fluorescens

Fitness

7.6X10-11

HaagLiautard et
al. 2007

D. melanogaster

Fitness

Perfeito et
al. 2007

E.coli

Fitness

Baer et al.
2005

5.04X10-7

2.47X10-9

8.4X10-9

2X10-5
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145%

61.90
%

Table 2 Selection coefficient of spontaneous mutations in different environments from literature
Citation

Species

Traits/Targets Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

CV

Mukai 1964 D.melanogaster

Viability

<0.027

<48.1%

Mukai et al.
D.melanogaster
1972

Viability

<0.023

<52.2%

Houle et al.
D.melanogaster
1992

Fitness

0.065

Kibota &
Lynch 1996

E.coli

Fitness

0.012

Deng &
Lynch 1997

Daphnia
pulicaria

Fitness

0.21

Daphnia
arenata

Fitness

0.07

Reanalysis

Viability

0.159

Reanalysis

Viability

0.058

C.elegans

Reproduction

0.21

GarciaD.
Dorado et al.
melanogaster
1998

Fitness

0.547

GarcoaD.
Dorado &
Melanogaster
Marin 1998

Wing lengh

0.286

Sternopleural
bristle number

0.031

Abdominal
bristle number

0.255

Lynch et al.
Daphnia pulex Size at maturity
1998

0.008

158%

Age at maturity

0.03

127%

GarciaDorado 1997

Keightley &
Cabellero
1997
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Harsh

CV

Citation

Species

Elena &
Vesicular
Moya 1999 stomatitis virus

Traits/Targets Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

CV

Adult instar
duration

0.01

32.60%

Size at birth

0.005

211%

Clutch size

-0.039

323%

Survival to
maturity

0.008

118%

Fitness

0.0023

15.10%

~123%

Fry et al.
1999

D.
melanogaster

Viability

0.113

Schultz et al.
1999

A.thaliana

Total fintss

0.23

Vassilieva &
Lynch 1999

C.elegans

Instrinsic rate of
increase

0.105

Productivity

-0.12

Survival to
maturity

0.068

Seed

0.149

46%

Fruit Number

0.163

27%

Reproductive
Mass

0.308

68%

Productivity

0.153

41%

Intrinsic rate of
increase

0.13

39%

Competitve
Viability

0.08

Shaw et al.
2000

Vassilieva et
al. 2000

A.thaliana

C.elegans

Chavarrias et
D.
al. 2001
melanogaster
Imhof &
Schlotterer
2001

E.coli

Fitness

0.02

39

Harsh

CV

~1

Citation

Species

Traits/Targets Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

Zeyl &
deVisser
2001

S. cerevisiae

Fitness

0.27

Cabllero et
al. 2002

D.
melanogaster

Egg-to-adult
Viability

0.162

CV

Harsh

77.20%

0.246
Fry &
Heinsohn D.melanogaster
2002

Egg-to-adult
Viability

0.145

Szafrániec et
S. cerevisiae
al. 2003

Fitness

0.0213

Burch &
Chao, 2004

Fitness

0.0567

Egg-to-adult
Viability

0.189

Productivity

0.088

36%

r

0.222

27%

Survival

0.39

22%

φ6

Charlesworth
D.
et al. 2004 melanogaster
Estes et al.
2004

C.elegans

Sanjuan et al.
2004

RNA virus

Fitness

Xu 2004

C. neoformans

Vegetative
fitness

Ajie et al.
2005

Baer et al.
2005

C. elegans

C.elegans

0.01

23.90%

0.19

0.007

0.253

0.014

0.156

Directness

0.06

Velocity

0.13

Turn rate

-0.27

Fitness

0.154
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CV

Citation

Species

Traits/Targets Beneficial CV

Deleterious
Benign

Baer et al.
2006

CV

Harsh

CV

C.briggsae

Fitness

0.075

C.elegans

Total fitness

0.134

24.80%

0.158

50.60%

C.briggsae

Total fitness

0.073

52.80%

0.06

28.80%

C.elegans

Productivity

0.138

24.90%

0.182

66.00%

C.briggsae

Productivity

0.075

24.00%

0.056

52.70%

Barrett et al.
P. fluorescens
2006

Fitness

2.09

51%

Eyre-Walker
Homo sapiens
et al. 2006

0.043

Kassen &
Bataillon,
2006

P. fluorescens

Fitness

0.086

Perfeito et al.
2007

E.coli

Fitness

0.013

67%

Correlation usually measures the simultaneous change in value of two numerically valued
random variables. In this project, we are interested in the change between the fitness effects of
new mutations (i.e., selection coefficient) and different environments because wild populations
face changing environments and multiple environmental perturbations may act on them
simultaneously. In other words, we need to look at how the environment constrains the selection
coefficient of the mutations. For example, suppose we have a bunch of deleterious mutations, m1,
m2, …, mn and two environments, benign and stressful. The selection coefficients associated
with these mutations in two environments are s1b, s2b, …, snb and s1s, s2s, …, sns, respectively. The
mutational correlation across environments, r, is defined as the same as the statistics.
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n

rxy =

∑ ( x − x )( y − y )
i

i =1

i

n

, where xi , yi is the selection coefficient of mutation i in benign,

n

∑ (x − x ) ∑ ( y − y )
2

i =1

i

i =1

2

i

stressful environment, respectively, and x , y is the mean of selection coefficient of all the
mutations in benign, stressful environment, respectively. When the mutation has positive
correlation (r > 0) across environments, it means that if the mutation has deleterious/beneficial
effects in benign environment, it also has the deleterious/beneficial effects in stressful
environment. While if the correlation is negative, it means that the mutation has harmful effects
in one environment but advantageous effects in another environment. If the correlation is 0, the
effects of the mutation in different environment are independent. Unlike the pleiotropy, which
studies the mutational correlation between the traits, the correlation of mutational effects across
environments is less well understood, but its significance in determining the nature of genetic
constraints imposed by mutation is now recognized (Estes et al, 2005; Jones et al, 2007).
Although it is generally accepted that deleterious effects, on average, are magnified in harsh
environments (Kondrashov and Houle, 1994; Fry et al, 1996, 1999; Fernandez and Lopez-Fanjul,
1997; Wayne and Mackay, 1998), no consistent correlation (Stevens et al. 1997; Remold and
Lenski, 2001; Chang and Shaw, 2003; Haag et al, 2003; Kishony and Leibler, 2003) between the
deleterious effects in different environments has been found. Studies of MA lines of
D.melanogaster often yield large positive correlations (Fry et al, 1996, 2002), yet, variable
results for D.melanogaster, E.coli, and C. elegans have been found (Fernandez and Lopez-Fanjul
1997, Korona 1999; Remold and Lenski 2001; Estes et al., 2005; Jones et al, 2007). It is likely
that fitness is determined by many alleles and each allele could have a different reaction norm (a
given genotype in response to variable environments). Since the overall effects of genotype-
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environment interactions and the underlying gene architecture direct the outcome of evolution
(Gillespie and Turelli 1989), it is not surprising that we do not get identical values for the
mutation parameters for different organisms or different fitness components from the same
organism (Kibota and Lynch, 1996; Deng and Lynch, 1997; Fry, 2004; Baer et al. 2005; EyreWalker and Keightley 2007). In Table 3 we list the data from the literature of the mutational
correlation (r).

Table 3 Summary of mutational correlations across environments from the literature
Reference

Species

Traits

Environment

r

Mukai 1964

D.melanogaster

Viability

21º to 25º

0.86~0.91

Bell 1992

Chlamydomonas

Production

25 Environments

0.45

Fry et al. 1996

D.melanogaster

Reproduction

Standard to Ethanol

0.85

Standard to Low Density

0.89

Standard to Low
0.76
Temperature
Standard to Tomato
Fernandez & Lopez-

0.83

Standard to High
D.melanogaster

Fecundity

Fanjul 1997

0.23
Temperature
Standard to High Saline

-0.97

Standard to Diluted

0.3

Standard to High
Egg-to-pupa Viability

0.05
Temperature
Standard to High Saline

0.04

Standard to Diluted

0.31

Standard to High
Pupa-to-adult Viability

-0.08
Temperature
Standard to High Saline
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N/A

Reference

Species

Traits

Environment

r

Standard to Diluted

0.64

Productivity

Different Media

0.75

Fecundity & Viability

Different Media

0.3

Relative Fitness

Different Media

0.413

20º to 12º

0.73

Productivity

20º to 12º

0.65

Survival to Maturity

20º to 12º

0.69

Growth rate

30º to 38º

-0.011

Stationary phase density

30º to 38º

0.383

Viability

Standard to Low Density

1

Garcia-Dorado et
Review
al.1999

Korona 1999b

S.cerevisiae

Vassilieve et al. 2000

C.elegans

Intrinsic Rate of
Increase

Szafraniec et al. 2001

Fry & Heinsohn 2002

S.cerevisiae

D.melanogaster

Standard to Low
Viability

0.81
Temperature

Chang & Shaw 2003

Baer et al. 2006

A.thaliana

C.elegans

C.briggsae

Jasons et al. 2008

Yeast

Viability

Standard to Ethanol

0.78

Mean Fruit Size

Different Media

0.88

Leaf Number

Different Media

1

Flowering Time

Different Media

~1

Final Height

Different Media

~1

Total Fitness

20º to 25º

0.92

Productivity

20º to 25º

0.885

Total Fitness

20º to 25º

0.74

Productivity

20º to 25º

0.345

Growth rate

YPD to Stressful 37

0.511

YPD to Standard

0.409

YPD to Caffeine

0.335
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Reference

Species

Traits

Environment

r

YPD to Saline

0.328

Besides the distribution of fitness effects of spontaneous mutations and the correlation
across environments, effective population size is also a critical factor that should be taken into
account when estimating population extinction risk. The eventual fate of a mutation (lost or
fixed) will depend in part on whether natural selection is effective (Eyre-Walker and Keightley
2007). Only Robert (2006) has looked theoretically at the ability of populations of different sizes
to purge their genetic load in a stochastic environment. Considering only one type of
environmental stress, he found that negative environmental perturbations improved species
persistence. Including additional stresses and correlations that are less than one for mutational
effects across environments may change the outcome of the models.
Understanding temporal fitness variation and evolution of genetic structure under
different mutation correlation patterns and effective population sizes (which determines the rate
of inbreeding) will provide us with information on possible breeding strategies and on the
likelihood that inbred populations may purge their loads of harmful mutations (through natural
selection), and establish more efficient policies to protect endangered species and maintain
biodiversity. The goals of this model are: 1) to demonstrate the degree of evolutionary constraint
present when populations must evolve to cope with multiple environmental stresses
simultaneously when mutational effects are not identical across environments and, 2) to see how
these correlational constraints interact with population size in purging of the genetic load.
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METHODS
This project uses a discrete-state, discrete-time, individual-based model: Nt +1 = Rt × Nt
where Nt is the population size at time t and Rt represents the current environment-specific
(benign or disease outbreak) net population growth rate. Since the simulation is based on
individuals, the gene composition of each individual within the population contributes to the Rt.
More details will be given later. All the scenarios of the simulation are implemented in C++.
Given the huge computational load since the simulation is individual-based, the distributed
computation is employed by the University of Mississippi Supercomputer Center and Farm in
Physics Department. Matlab R2011b is used for generating the final plots and statistical
analyses.

Model structure
2.1 Basic events in the system
2.1.1 Environmental situation
In each time step (generation), the population experiences either a benign or a harsh
condition with one or two stressors. Each stressor can occur by a fixed probability, and we also
assume the different stressors could occur independently. The current environmental state adjusts
the population size by deciding the population growth rate for the next generation.
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2.1.2 Non-self-fertilization random mating
All known life needs to reproduce to pass on genetic materials. Different species use
different ways to achieve that task. For example, bacteria employ budding or fission, and other
asexual methods, while most eukaryotic organisms (protista, fungi, plants and animals) use
sexual reproduction. Even for the same species, like birds, they may evolve using different
strategies from associated various environments, such as staying in monogamy (one sexual
partner) most of the time but trying to cheat once there is a chance. Therefore, there are many
choices for the reproduction event in the simulation. Given this model, emphasizing the
conservation for endangered species that refers to the higher plants and animals most of the time,
the non-self-fertilization random mating system is adopted to simulate higher animal
reproduction, and the parents die after the reproduction. This method can be easily modified to
self-fertilization random mating employed by most plants.

2.1. 3 Mutation
Any change of the gene components is called mutation. In order to keep the model simple
and focus on some specific purpose, we assume that there are no interactions among genes, and
we only change the beneficial mutation rate (double and half compared to the base line), the
mean selection coefficient (half of the base line) and the mutational correlations (initial with
negative 0.5, 0.0 and positive 0.5) during the simulation.

2. 2 Implementation of C++ classes (source codes in appendix B)
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2. 2.1 Gene Class
This class has the minimum operation unit (Figure 1). Each gene has two attributes—
code and weight array—that associate with an environment. If there are four conditions: benign
environment, stressor 1 environment, stressor 2 environment, and both stressors environment,
one gene should have four weights for each environment.

Figure 1 A Gene Object

2. 2.2 Dominance Class
Dominance refers to the relationship among alleles of a gene in the particular physical
locus of the chromosome, and it is needed to calculate individual fitness. Hence this class
employs a uniform random number generator to get a loci × allele × allele 3-dimensional double
array with a value from −1 to 1. Minus one means completely recessive, zero is additive, and
one is complete dominance. If allele1 = allele2, the dominance value is zero. The absolute value
of dominance for (allele1, allele2) and (allele2, allele1) at the same locus is the same, but the
sign is opposite.
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The values in the dominance matrix are fixed for the population as it undergoes
thousands of generations, but are different for different populations.

2.2.3 Environment Class
This class has three major purposes. First, decide the kind of environment at each time
step (generation). Second, decide the selection coefficient for each mutated allele at each locus in
the various environments. Third, make the mutated alleles have the fixed mutational correlation
between environments. Due to the limit of computational power and algorithms, we only use two
environments: one is benign and the other is the stressful condition. Like the dominance matrix,
a population repeatedly uses the same beneficial and deleterious mutation matrix for the whole
simulation, but different populations need to employ different mutation matrices.
Pseudocode: //generate environment in each time step
void generateConditions(stress1Frequency, stress2Frequency) {
rnd = Uniform;
if (rnd < stress1Frequence) condition_[1] = 1; // stressor 1 occur
else condition_[1] = 0; //no stressor 1
endif
rnd1 = Uniform;
if (rnd < stress2Frequence) condition_[2] = 1; //stressor 2 occur
else condition_[2] = 0; //no stressor 2
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endif
if (!condition_[1]&&!condition[2]) condition_[0] = 1; //benign environment
else condition_[0] = 0; //not benign
endif
if (benign) fitflag = 0;
else if (both stressor) fitflag = 12;
else if (stressor 1) fitflag = 1;
else fitflag = 2; //stressor 2
endif
}
Pseudocode: //generate the selection coefficients for each allele in different environment
/* We assume that each allele of the gene could generate 49 other kinds of mutations. For
example, the wild type of the allele is five in some locus; the mutations could be 0 – 4 and 6 – 49
at the same locus. Since each individual has 20 genes, in one environment, we have an array
holding the selection coefficient at size 20 × 50 = 1000. The total length of the mutation array is
1000 × number of environment.
Since we separate the beneficial and deleterious mutations, we have two mutation arrays.
According to the literature, the fitness effects of beneficial mutations follow an exponential
distribution with a mean equal to 0.02 in all the environments and the fitness effects of
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deleterious mutations follow a gamma distribution having a mean equal to 0.105 in a benign
environment but 0.124 with a stressful condition. With multiple stressful environments, we
assume that mutations occur independently. */
void initSelectionCoefficients {
Exponential (mean = 0.02);
Gamma (mean = 0.105, std = 0.0315);
Gamma0 (mean = 0.1239, std = 0.06195);
if (benign)
assign each of selection_coefficient_b_ in benign environment = E.Next();
assign each of selection_coefficient_d_ in benign environment = G.Next();
else if (stressor1)
assign each of selection_coefficient_b_ in only stressor1 environment = E.Next();
assign each of selection_coefficient_d_ in only stressor1 environment = G0.Next();
else if (stressor2)
assign each of selection_coefficient_b_ in only stressor2 environment = E.Next();
assign each of selection_coefficient_d_ in only stressor2 environment = G0.Next();
endif
}
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Pseudocode: //sort and swap algorithm used to generate the correlated selection coefficient
among 3 environments
void makeCorrelation(3 arrays: Xarray, Yarray, Zarray, arraysize, designedCorrelation){
//Xarray, Yarray, Zarray represents the mutation array in 3 environments.
sort 3 arrays;
get 3 index array; //index_X={0 1 2…}; index_Y={0 1 2…}; index_Z={0 1 2…}
count = 0; //swap number
pos = 0; //position
while (count < 0.25*arraysize) {
if (count%3 == 0) {
assign index_Y[pos] = index_X[arraysize-pos-1];
assign index_Y[arraysize-pos-1] = index_X[pos];
pos++;
assign index_Z[pos] = index_X[arraysize-pos-1];
assign index_Z[arraysize-pos-1] = index_X[pos];
pos++; count++;
}
else if (count%3 == 1) {
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assign index_Z[pos] = index_Y[arraysize-pos-1];
assign index_Z[arraysize-pos-1] = index_Y[pos];
pos++;
assign index_X[pos] = index_Y[arraysize-pos-1];
assign index_X[arraysize-pos-1] = index_Y[pos];
pos++; count++;
}
else if (count%3==2) {
assign index_X[pos] = index_Z[arraysize-pos-1];
assign index_X[arraysize-pos-1] = index_Z[pos];
pos++;
assign index_Y[pos] = index_Z[arraysize-pos-1];
assign index_Y[arraysize-pos-1] = index_Z[pos];
pos++; count++;
}
}//endwhile
assign 3 tempX array = Xarray[index_X];
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compute the correlation of tempX & tempY, tempY&tempZ and tempX&tempZ;
if all the relative error between calculated correlation and design correlation are less than 5 %
break;
copy the temp arrays back to Xarray, Yarray, Zarray
}

2.2.4 Individual Class
The model assumes that each individual has 20 additive genes (40 alleles) accounting for
its fitness, represented by a 2 × 20 matrix. The initial wild type allele (a gene object) has some
fixed chance to mutate to a detrimental or beneficial allele but, in order to make the model
simple, no reverse mutation is included (Figure 2). Since the model only allows mutations to
change the genotype and the mutation rate is relatively low at each time step, in order to save
computational time, we do not use the total homozygous individuals to start the simulation. In
other words, according to the different requirements of our hypotheses, the initial populations we
applied in the simulation have different levels of heterozygosity.

Figure 2 An individual object
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Like the display of Figure 2, without gene interactions, each gene contributes to fitness
equally. For example, if the individual fitness is 3, then fitness/locus or fitness/gene is 3/20 =
0.15. In each time step, we use the formula to compute the gene fitness:

fit/gene = fit_alle_1 + fit_alle_2 + |fit_alle_1 − fit_alle_2| × h(alle_1, alle_2) , and the fitness of
20

individual is fit/ind =

∑ fit/gene
i=1

i

18
. If the locus is homozygous, like   , the difference is 0,
18

2
while the locus is heterozygous, like   , we involve dominance, h from dominance matrix, into
6 
the computation.
At the same time, the individual fitness also associates with the environment constraints.
For example, the individual fitness is 1.5 in a benign environment; when the condition is harsh,
such as when stressor1 or stressor2 occurs, the fitness drops to 0.6 (40% comparing to fitness in
a benign environment). If there are two stressors occurring at the same time step, the fitness
decreases to 0.24 (only 16% comparing to fitness in a benign environment). In order to explicitly
demonstrate that the environmental constraints adjust the population density and how mutations
evolve in the population, in each time step, we ignore the mutations occurring at individual but
focus on mutations occurring at gametes like Figure 3.
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Figure 3 2 important procedures in individual class

Pseudocode: //generate gametes according to environment
void updateGamete(Environment) {
if (benign) mean = 2 × fitness_[0];
else if (stressor1) mean = 2 × fitness_[1];
else if (stressor2) mean = 2 × fitness_[2];
else mean = 2 × fitness_[3]; //both stressors
temp = Poisson(mean) ; //decide produce how many gametes
if (0 < temp <= 12) {
generate gamete_[temp][locus = 20];
for each locus in each gamete {
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rnd = Uniform;
if (rnd < 0.5) gamete_[temp][locus] = gene_code_[0][locus];
else gamete_[temp][locus] = gene_code_[1][locus]; }//end for
}//endif
Pseudocode: //generate mutations in gametes
void mutateGamete(Environment) {
for each locus of each gamete {
rnd = Uniform;
if (benign) {
if (rnd < beneficial_rate_benign) Mu = 1; //generate beneficial mutations
else if (rnd < deleterious_rate_benign) Mu = 2; //generate deleterious mutations
else Mu = 0; //no mutation occurs }
else {
if (rnd < beneficial_rate_harsh) Mu = 1; //generate beneficial mutations
else if (rnd < deleterious_rate_harsh) Mu = 2; //generate deleterious mutations
else Mu = 0; //no mutation occurs }
if (beneficial mutation) {
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gamete_.code change to another one;
gamete_.weight = gamete_.weight .× (1+selection_coefficient_b_); //weight is an array }
if (deleterious mutation) {
gamete_.code change to another one;
gamete_.weight = gamete_.weight .× (1 − selection_coefficient_d_); //weight is an array }
}//endfor
}

2.2.5 Population Class
A vector of individual pointers makes up population, so pairing the different individuals
to form the adults of the next generation is the major function in this class. To keep the
simulation simple, we set the parents to die after they reproduce. The population size is kept less
than or equal to the carrying capacity K (upper bound) by elimination of offspring with low
fitness. This procedure is displayed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Produce the next generation by non-self-fertilization random mating

Pseudocode: //form adults of next generation
void makeZygote(Population, Environment, Dominance) {
//for parents group
for each individual {
generate gametes;
mutations occur at gametes; }//endfor
form an temp array – reproduction only holding individuals with gametes (ignore some
individual that produce zero gametes since the range of Poisson distribution is zero to infinity)
while (reproduction size >= 1) {
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randomly choose the first parent, using the first gamete generated by parent_1;
randomly choose another individual as the parent_2, using the gamete;
generate an new array – next to store the baby;
if the gametes used up of any parents, shrink the reproduction size;}//endwhile
sort next according to the individual fitness;
//ceiling K
if (next size > carrying_capacity)
kill the low fitness individuals and truncate population size to carrying_capacity;
else
use all individuals in next array as parents for the next generation;
}

2.2.6 Main Function
In the main function, the program will end when: 1) zero or one individual is left, 2) the
population fitness in a benign environment exceeds 20 (in this situation, the population should
last forever), or 3) the population lasts more than 5000 generations (too long for computation
time). In each time step, the main function also saves population diversity data, population size
data, and population fitness data into separate files.
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2.2.7 Relationship among these classes
Figure 4 displays the relationship among gene, dominance, environment, individual and
population classes. The individual genome is made from 20 additive genes. Dominance and
environment classes are used to compute individual fitness and decide how many gametes to
produce. Population is a group of individuals that can interbreed with each other, and
environment also gives the density constraint.

Figure 5 Relationships among classes

Model Sequences
The initial population size is equal to the carrying capacity K. The population starts off with each
individual having some deleterious alleles at 20 loci contributing to fitness. All loci are unlinked
and contribute equally to fitness.
1. The occurrence of a stressful environment with one or two stressors is determined by a
random number drawn from a uniform distribution, and the frequency is fixed to 0.3 for all
stressful environments (i.e., with one stressor, the frequency is 0.3; when there are two
stressors, each stressor has 0.15 chance of occurring, and 0.0225(=0.152) chance of occurring
with both stressors) at each time step.
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2. Individuals produce gametes according to a Poisson distribution with a mean determined by
the environment and could also depend on its gene composition that allows for moderate
population growth. The allelic combinations found in the gametes are chosen using a
binomial distribution and following the rules of Mendelian inheritance.
3. Mutations will be generated in the gametes. The mutations will either be beneficial or
deleterious. Each class of mutations will have its own distribution (exponential or gamma)
and the selection coefficients will be randomly drawn from this distribution. In the
simulation, every locus has equal probability for a mutation to occur.
4. After mutation, gametes are randomly combined (not including potential selfing) to form
adults.
5. Adult fitness is determined by the environment-specific allelic effects across loci and the
dominance relationships among alleles.
6. If the number of adults exceeds K, truncation selection will be applied against individuals
with the lowest fitness until N = K.
7. Steps 3 through 7 will be repeated for a fixed period of time or until the population becomes
extinct.

8.

Given it is a stochastic model, 1000 replications are used to compute the mean, standard
deviation and median values from all the replicas.
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Work Flow
Figure 6 The events involved in the system

Statistical analyses
The primary analysis shows the median time to extinction (MTE) of populations
undergoing diverse input parameters and the final correlation structure after a long evolutionary
process. We are interested in how the MTE has changed with the mutations (including mutation
rate, mean selection coefficient and correlation across the environment) and by how much. Also,
we are interested in the relationship of the MTE and the final population growth rate (λfinal) with
carrying capacity (K), the initial population growth rate/fitness (λinit) and the initial mutational
correlation ( rinit ).
Stepwise multiple regression and adjusted Akaike information criterion are used to
analyze models and factors impacting MTE and λfinal. We examine the main effects of K, λinit and

rinit on the MTE and λfinal as well as their potential interactions. The value of correlation rinit is
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−0.5 , 0 and 0.5. The carrying capacity is set at 500, 2000, 5000 and 1000. The initial population

growth rate iss 0.989, 1.026, 1.062, 1.099, 1.139, 1.173, and 1.209. The experimental design iss
completely crossed so that a given K value was run with all combinations of both λinit and rinit .
For small to medium K (500 to 5000), the sets of unique model parameter combinations are run
for 1000 iterations, while for the large population (i.e., K = 10000), they are only run for 100
iterations and the MTE, the final mean correlation structure, was calculated from these iterations.
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RESULTS
I. Population Size and Initial Population Growth Rate Determine Population Persistence
Time
The hypothesis in this session is that population persistence time is determined by the
population size and the initial population growth rate. We include this session for two reasons:
first, we want our model to match empirical data and another method of computing extinction
risk. Second, we want to demonstrate the lack of necessity of running models for negative
population growth rate when we are comparing the variation of conservation measurements. We
keep all the mutation parameters ( U , s, rinit = 0 ) the same for all the testing scenarios in this
session.
Given the initial population growth rate (shrunk population – λinit < 1, stable population –

λinit ~ 1 or expanded population – λinit > 1), with the fixed frequency of environmental
disturbance, the median time to extinction (MTE) for populations is positively associated with
the population size. The range of MTE for a large population (K = 10000) compared to small
population (N = 50) is from four to 150 times. The extinction rate within 5000 generations is also
consistently decreased with the increment of population size (Table 4). During the evolution
process, the population growth rate increases over time (Figure 6) though the deleterious
mutations have been purged. However, the magnitude of the increment is also positively
associated with the population size. Although the large population could better purge the
deleterious mutations and preserve the beneficial mutations, the initial population size still
determines the entire population trajectory. When the population growth rate is negative, even
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with a large population size, i.e., K = 5000 and K = 10000, no populations could last 5000
generations (Table 4).

Table 4 Results for median time to extinction (MTE) and extinction rate (ER) within 5000
generations (1 denotes all populations go to extinction before 5000 generations and 0 means all
populations still exist after 5000 generations)

N

λinit

MTE

ER

N

λinit

MTE

ER

50

0.96

15

1

50

1.00

19

1

200

0.96

27

1

200

1.00

32

1

500

0.96

46

1

500

1.00

44.5

1

2000

0.96

47

1

2000

1.00

60

1

5000

0.96

53

1

5000

1.00

75

1

10000

0.96

69.5

1

10000

1.00

83

1

50

1.04

22

1

50

1.08

23

1

200

1.04

47

1

200

1.08

58

1

500

1.04

62.5

1

500

1.08

92

1

2000

1.04

105

1

2000
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Figure 7 The comparison of final and initial population growth rates for different population
sizes over 5000 generations. No λ final in the figure implies the populations go to extinction.

λinit = 0.99

λinit = 1.20
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λinit = 1.40

II. Beneficial Mutation Rate Affects Population Persistence Time
Beneficial new mutations increase the allele fitness so, in general, they are considered to
help populations adapt to a new environment. However, the magnitude of contribution of the
advantageous mutations is not clear. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the advantageous
mutations could be saved for a long evolution process. Therefore, in this session, given the
random initial mutation correlation ( rinit = 0), we mainly test two scenarios: 1) change the
beneficial mutation rate, U b , to see how populations are affected by the half and double of the
normal beneficial mutation rate given other input parameters are the same. And 2) vary the mean
selection coefficient, sb , to estimate the influence of population dynamic.
The simulation demonstrates that the population persistence time rises when we double
the beneficial mutation rate, say Ub, given the same initial population growth rate. This trend is
most obvious when population has moderate initial population growth rate, i.e., λinit = 1.16.
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When the population undergoes fast expansion or shrinkage, i.e., either λinit is too large or is too
small, the effects of mutations are shadowed by other factors (Table 5).
The mean selection coefficient of the beneficial mutations, denoted by sb , does not show
as significant an effect on the extinction probability as the mutation rate, but we still see higher
final fitness (before the population goes to extinction) with higher sb . In other words, without
exception, although the magnitude of the fitness increment per generation is different with each
environment, the increasing tendency is the same with various combinations of carrying capacity
and initial population states (Figure 8).

Table 5 The median time to extinction (MTE) and extinction rate (ER) within 5000 generations
for diverse Ub and sb combinations

Ub
sb

MTE

ER

sb

MTE

ER

0.78

0.05025

96

1

0.105

81

1

1.08

0.78

0.05025

174

1

0.105

169

1

5000

1.08

0.78

0.05025

247

1

0.105

256

1

10000

1.08

0.78

0.05025

288.5

1

0.105

330.5

1

500

1.08

1.56

0.05025

93

1

0.105

92

1

2000

1.08

1.56

0.05025

173

1

0.105

174.5

1

5000

1.08

1.56

0.05025

244

1

0.105

238.5

1

10000

1.08

1.56

0.05025

283.5

1

0.105

352.5

1

500

1.08

3.12

0.05025

96

1

0.105

93

1

2000

1.08

3.12

0.05025

159

1

0.105

176

1

5000

1.08

3.12

0.05025

249.5

1

0.105

262

1

K

λinit

500

1.08

2000

(×10-7)
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Ub
sb

MTE

ER

sb

MTE

ER

3.12
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336.5

1
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334.5

1

1.16

0.78
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244.5

1
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1
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882.5

0.984
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0.972

5000
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0.78

0.05025

1812

0.833

0.105

1736

0.826

10000

1.16

0.78

0.05025
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0.61

0.105

4293

0.53
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1.16
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Figure 8 The fitness increment in each environment (benign, 1 stressor and 2 stressors), y-axis
displays the fitness increment per generation × 10-6 units

K = 500, λinit = 1.08
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K = 500, λinit = 1.16

K = 500, λinit = 1.24
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K = 5000, λinit = 1.08

K = 5000, λinit = 1.16
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K = 5000, λinit = 1.24

III. Mutational Correlation
No matter what the fitness effects of the new mutations (advantageous or deleterious),
mutated alleles are not easily preserved. First, somatic mutations are not inherited by the
offspring. Second, inheritable mutations are easily lost during the process of forming the
gametes. Third, the gametes which carry mutations may still have small odds to fuse the zygotes.
Moreover, the environmental constraints can also interfere to determine the fate of mutations.
For example, the unconditional deleterious mutations may be easier to purge in the big
population than conditional deleterious mutations; and conditional advantageous mutations are
also easier to lose compared to unconditional beneficial mutations during the long evolution
time. Investigation about how the mutational correlation among environments change is an
interesting question, and this session, the kernel of our model, is planned to see the trajectory of
the correlation change.
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From the literature we researched before, we know the fitness effects of mutations do not
follow a normal distribution, but rather follow a gamma distribution. However, we have not
found any good and available algorithm that could generate the multivariate correlated gamma
random numbers from literature, and our sort and swap algorithm only generate random numbers
from a gamma distribution with correlation at 0.5, 0.0, and −0.5 . Therefore, we have to reduce
the number of environments in our model to two: benign and stressful. With two environments,
we can easily get 0.5, 0.0, and −0.25 correlated mutation arrays (refer to selection_coefficient_b_
and selection_coefficient_d_ in P46). Because we repeatedly use the mutation arrays that store
the selection coefficients of different allele codes at different loci to compute individual fitness in
every generation, we apply alternative ways to test mutational correlation. For each population at
each time step, every individual goes through the events (the work flow in Figure 6) as we
defined before, and in every 100 generations, we get two arrays: one array is used to store
individual fitness in a benign environment, while the other stores individual fitness in a stressful
environment. Then we compute the correlation between these two arrays until the population
goes to extinction or until it has survived for 5000 generations. Hence, except when rinit refers to
the mutational correlation among environments on P39, the other correlation in this session is the
correlation of fitness between environments.
Given the different initial mutational correlation structure ( rinit = −0.5, rinit = 0, rinit = 0.5 ),
and carrying capacity (K), simulations show that the correlation increases over time without
exception. The initial fitness correlation is always around zero (given our model already
assuming 0.4 correlation between the benign and stressful environment of the fitness, completely
heterozygous individuals are used in the start point. By this method, we could shrink the fitness
correlation to zero with the variation of mutational correlation structure), then correlation jumps
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significantly from the starting point (i.e., ≈ 0 ) after the first few hundred generations, until it
reaches some stable stage. With the same initial correlation, the magnitude of final correlation is
positively associated with carrying capacity, K. For example, in Figure 9, the stable correlation is
around 0.65 for K = 5000 but only around 0.25 when K = 500 (the fitted values, a, b in Figure 9,
are also very different). The variation of the correlation at stable range also decreases as K
increases. Given the same carrying capacity, K, the change of fitness correlation is not very
obvious compared to variation of K, but no matter from the final correlation at stable range or the
fitted values, a, b, on Figure 10, we could still see the difference. However, the rise in fitness
correlation is similar for populations with rinit = −0.5 and rinit = 0.0, and distinct with rinit = 0.5.
Moreover, the tendency is clearer as the initial population fitness increases.

Figure 9 The correlation changes with time for different carrying capacities. The data is fitted by
growth model: correlation = a × (1 − e −b× generation ) , where a , b are the parameters.
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Figure 10 The correlation changes over time for different initial correlation structure. Data are
curved by growth model: correlation = a × (1 − e −b× generation ) , where a , b are the parameters.
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Absolute population persistence time is determined by two main effects and their
interactions (Table 6). The MTE is positively related with initial population growth rate ( λinit )
with p-value less than 0.0001. Since we treat carrying capacity (K) as a category variable, the
three indicators imply four levels of population size, i.e., K = 500, K= 2000, K = 5000, K =
10000. The MTE is positively related to the indicators for K, and also positively associates with
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the interaction between the λinit and K. However, initial correlation structure ( rinit ) does not affect
the final population fate (p-value = 0.9942).
Stepwise multiple regression with adjusted Akaike information criterion demonstrates
that the best fit model includes the main effects of λinit , and the 2 indicators for K, denoted by
K1 (500-2000&5000&10000) and K2 (2000-5000&10000), and the interaction between λinit and
K1 (Table 7). The best model explains 83.3% of the variation in the reduction in the MTE. At the
same time, the relative importance of individual parameters is λinit , K1, K2 and λinit × K1 (Table
8) by Akaike weights.

Table 6 Analysis of variance table for the median time to extinction (MTE) under various values
of λinit (initial population growth rate), K (carrying capacity) and rinit (initial mutational
correlation across environments)
Analysis of Variance
Source

DF

SS

F Ratio

P

λinit

1

36968084

254.9

< 0.0001

K

3

6295834

14.5

< 0.0001

rinit

2

1685

0.058

0.9942

λinit × rinit

2

3845

0.0133

0.9868

K × λinit

3

3669840

8.436

< 0.0001

K × rinit

6

10962

0.0126

1.0000

K× λinit × rinit

6

5782

0.0066

1.0000

Error

60

8700527
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Table 7 Results of model selection for relative extinction time (MTE), using Akaike information
criterion adjusted for sample size (AICc)
AICc

∆i

wi

λinit , K1, K 2, λinit × K1

982.2

0

0.6153

λinit , K1, K 2, K 3, λinit × K1

984.0

1.773

0.253

λinit , K1, K 2, K 3, λinit × K1, λinit × K 2

985.8

3.6143

0.101

λinit , K1, K 2, K 3, λinit × K1, λinit × K 2, λinit × K 3

988.2

5.9942

0.0307

Model

Table 8 The relative importance of individual parameter in candidate models, using Akaike
weights
Parameter

wi

Importance

λinit

0.6153+0.253+0.101+0.0307

1

K1

0.6153+0.253+0.101+0.0307

1

K2

0.6153+0.253+0.101+0.0307

1

K3

0.253+0.101+0.0307

0.3847

λinit × K1

0.6153+0.253+0.101+0.0307

1

λinit × K 2

0.101+0.0307

0.1317

λinit × K 3

0.0307

0.0307

Although the mutational correlation structure does not impact the population persistence
time, it has a significant effect (p-value = 0.0169) on the final population fitness, λ final . Effect
tests demonstrate that the three main effects—initial population fitness or growth rate ( λinit ),
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carrying capacity (K) and the correlation ( rinit ), and the interaction between the fitness and
carrying capacity all affect the final population state (Table 9). The model explains 98.7% of the
variation in final population fitness.
Stepwise multiple-regression with adjusted Akaike information criterion is again used to
find the best-fit model and most importance parameters (Table 10, 11). K1, K2, K3 and r1, r2 are
indicated for the different levels of K and correlation ( rinit ), respectively, since we define K and
rinit as the category variables in the model. The results show that λ final is positively related to λinit

and r1, but negatively associated with K1 and K3.

Table 9 Effect tests for final population fitness ( λ final ) under various values of λinit (initial
population growth rate), K (carrying capacity) and rinit (initial mutational correlation across
environments)
Source

DF

SS

F Ratio

P

λinit

1

0.7382

5245.849

<0.0001

K

3

0.0039

9.280

<0.0001

rinit

2

0.0012

4.368

0.0169

λinit × K

3

0.0031

7.262

0.0003

λinit × rinit

2

0.0001

0.451

0.6391

K × rinit

6

0.0004

0.421

0.8620

λinit × K × rinit

6

0.0004

0.534

0.7802
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Table 10 Results of model selection for final population fitness ( λ final ), using Akaike
information criterion adjusted for sample size (AICc)
AICc

∆i

wi

λinit , K1, K 3, r1, λinit × K1, λinit × K 3

-746.857

0

0.4066

λinit , K1, K 3, r1, λinit × K1, λinit × K 3, K 3 × r1

-746.244

0.6133

0.2992

λinit , K1, K 2, K 3, r1, λinit × K1, λinit × K 3, K 3 × r1

-745.511

1.3467

0.2073

λinit , K1, K 2, K 3, r1, λinit × K1, λinit × K 3, λinit × r1, K 3 × r1

-743.271

3.586

0.0677

λinit , K1, K 2, K 3, r1, λinit × K1, λinit × K 3, λinit × r1,
K1× r1, K 3 × r1, λinit × K1× r1

-740.254

6.6037

0.015

Model

Table 11 The relative importance of individual parameters in candidate models, using Akaike
weights
Parameter

wi

Importance

λinit

0.4066+0.2992+0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.9958

K1

0.4066+0.2992+0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.9958

K2

0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.29

K3

0.4066+0.2992+0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.9958

r1

0.4066+0.2992+0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.9958

λinit × K1

0.4066+0.2992+0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.9958

λinit × K 3

0.4066+0.2992+0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.9958

K 3 × r1

0.2992+0.2073+0.0677+0.015

0.5892

λinit × r1

0.0677+0.015

0.0827
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K 1 × r1

0.015

0.015

λinit × K1× r1

0.015

0.015
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DISCUSSION
Based on the same framework (individual-based, discrete-time, discrete-state model), we
have tested several hypotheses of interest in conservation biology. The major conclusions are: 1)
The carrying capacity, K, is a critical factor in determining the population fate. The population
lasts longer with larger population size, which agrees with theory and empirical observation
(Reed & Hobbs, 2004). 2) The initial population state, λinit , is another crucial variable for
population persistence time. The large population still goes to extinction if it has had a negative
population growth rate or if its growth rate was less than one (i.e., the population cannot replace
itself) (O’Grady et al, 2006; D. Reed, pers. comm.). 3) Their interaction ( λinit × K ) has had
significant influence on the population persistence time as well as the final population growth
rate. 4) Compared to K and λinit , the effect of mutation properties—rates, distribution of effects,
correlation among environments—is less important to population dynamics. First, using the same
other input parameters, a favorable mutation rate is positively associated with population
persistence time. Next, although variation of the mean selection coefficient of spontaneous
mutations does not significantly affect the population fate, we observe that populations have
higher fitness increments per generation with higher mean selection coefficients. Third, although
the initial mutational correlation regimes show no significant effects on the population
persistence time, they still impact the final population fitness. Finally, during the evolutionary
process, the correlation increases for a wide range of carrying capacity, initial population state,
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and different regimes of initial mutational correlation, and the increment of correlation is
bounded more clearly by the carrying capacity than the other parameters.
Mutation provides raw material for evolution. Isolated analysis and tracking the
individual mutation is very helpful in understanding microevolution and macroevolution
processes. Unlike the study of influence of deleterious mutations, which has been researched for
several decades (Baer et al, 2006), interest in new mutations and their effects on fitness has
increased over the last 25 years (Keightley & Eyre-Walker, 1999; Baer et al, 2006; Houle &
Kondrashov 2006). Unfortunately, spontaneous mutations have a tiny probability of occurring
and it is also extremely difficult to study individual mutation effects. So there are few, if any,
approaches to comprehensively understanding the full mutational properties (rates, distribution
of effects, environmental sensitivity, etc.) and predicting their effects on the population dynamic
(Jones et al, 2007). Although our results demonstrate their compromised effects on population
persistence time, the simulations provide us with a quantitative estimate as to what extent the
final population growth rate is impacted by these values.
Without exception, all the simulations provide evidence that mutational correlation
among environments rises during the evolutionary process. This is a general agreement with
theoretical deduction. If mutations are context-dependent, for example, neutral in a benign
environment but deleterious in stressful conditions, natural selection does not work efficiently to
purge or fix these conditional mutations as for those unconditional ones, it still gradually reduces
the negatively or zero correlated mutations as time passes by. When the mutations have positive
correlation across environments, they have higher odds of either being culled or fixed in the
population. Therefore, more and more positively correlated mutations are left in the population.
The trajectory of the mutational correlation displays the same pattern given a different initial
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correlation structure, but it is by no means always increasing. Most empirical data from the
literature we collected in Table 3 (Mukai 1964; Fry et al, 1996; Garcia-Dorado et al, 1997;
Vassilieve et al. 2000; Fry & Heinsohn 2002; Chang & Shaw 2003; Baer et al, 2006) has
reported that the mutational covariance across environments and mutational correlations are
often large and positive.
Although the model generates interesting results, we still need to be aware that the
results may be underestimated. First of all, we only assume 20 additive genes per individual in
the model for reducing computational load, while in the real world, even the simplest life form,
bacteria, has thousands of genes. At the same time, the additive genes only existed in a very ideal
situation, while epistasis, duplication genes, and pseudo genes are more normally observed in
real life. Another issue in the model is that this project only explores the most ideal and popular
reproduction, random mating/monogamy, to seek general conclusions. However, diverse species
employ various breeding methods such as polygamy, serial polygamy, inbreeding due to habitat
fragmentation, and so on. None of the scenarios of the simulation include any migration, which
is rare in the wild. All the factors discussed above may change the system’s behavior; the
extinction risk will be intensified when the population growth rate decreases. Even with these
limitations, the simulation accompanied with the sensitivity analysis still helps to predict
population projections.
Although mutation shows only minor effects on the extinction threat in our simulations,
when evaluating population viability and design of conservation plans, mutation still plays an
important role because on one hand, we want the population to be big enough to maintain the
genetic variation and not lose the favorable mutations too quickly, which is well known for
adaptive evolution (Russule, 1995; Lande, 1995; Lynch 1995a, b). On the other hand, the
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minimum effective population size also avoids the immediate consequence of inbreeding
depression due to the harmful mutations and the erosion of fitness by accumulating mild
detrimental mutations. Re-establishing the population size is one of the important criteria of the
recovery goals for conservation organizations. Given the potential trade-offs between economic
and other considerations (such as environmental or legal), we want policy-makers to make more
effective and efficient measurements of managing imperiled species. Therefore, what will be a
“good” number for re-introducing the population, or re-locating the population? Our simulations
suggest that the population size could mask the extinction risk from mutations. Since our model
uses the actual population size (due to completely random mating in the model) as the effective
population size, which is substantially much lower than real population size, in order to ensure
the long-term population viability for many threatened and endangered species, the actual
reintroduced population size is at least greater than 1000.
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Appendix B. Source Codes
Main.cpp
#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <iomanip>
#include <string>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <ctime>
#include "dominance.h"
#include "environment.h"
#include "gene.h"
#include "individual.h"
#include "population.h"
#include "include.h"
#include "newran.h"

using namespace std;
std::ofstream heterofile;
std::ofstream sizefile;
std::ofstream fit0file;
std::ofstream fit1file;
std::ofstream fit2file;
std::ofstream fit3file;
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std::ofstream genefile;
std::ofstream livefile;
std::ofstream mufile1;

void openFiles(std::string* filenames) {
heterofile.open( filenames[0].c_str(), std::ios::out );
sizefile.open( filenames[1].c_str(), std::ios::out );
fit0file.open( filenames[2].c_str(), std::ios::out );
fit1file.open( filenames[3].c_str(), std::ios::out );
fit2file.open( filenames[4].c_str(), std::ios::out );
fit12file.open( filenames[5].c_str(), std::ios::out );
//genefile.open( filenames[6].c_str(), std::ios::out );
livefile.open( filenames[6].c_str(), std::ios::out );

if( !heterofile.is_open() || !sizefile.is_open() || !fit0file.is_open() || !fit1file.is_open()
|| !fit2file.is_open() || !fit12file.is_open() || !livefile.is_open() )
{
if( heterofile.is_open() ) heterofile.close();
if( sizefile.is_open() ) sizefile.close();
if( fit0file.is_open() ) fit0file.close();
if( fit1file.is_open() ) fit1file.close();
if( fit2file.is_open() ) fit2file.close();
if( fit12file.is_open() ) fit12file.close();
if( livefile.is_open() ) livefile.close();
std::cout << "Unable to open file!\n";
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exit(1);
}
}

void closeFiles()
{
if( heterofile.is_open() ) heterofile.close();
if( sizefile.is_open() ) sizefile.close();
if( fit0file.is_open() ) fit0file.close();
if( fit1file.is_open() ) fit1file.close();
if( fit2file.is_open() ) fit2file.close();
if( fit12file.is_open() ) fit12file.close();
if( livefile.is_open() ) livefile.close();
}

int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
clock_t start = clock();
char pbsjob[30];
strcpy (pbsjob,argv[1]);
static const string file1 = "results/PopHeteroData";
static const string file2 = "results/PopSizeData";
static const string file3_0 = "results/PopFitDataBenign";
static const string file3_1 = "results/PopFitDataStress1";
static const string file3_2 = "results/PopFitDataStress2";
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static const string file3_3 = "results/PopFitDataBS12";
static const string file12 = "results/PopLast";
string filename1, filename2, filename3_0, filename3_1, filename3_2, filename3_3;
string filename6, filename7, filename8, filename9, filename10, filename11;
string* filename = new string [7];

time_t seconds;
double dbl_seconds;
int timeoffset = atoi(argv[2]);
seconds = time(NULL);
seconds = seconds + timeoffset * 1000;
dbl_seconds = (double) seconds;
while (dbl_seconds > 1)
dbl_seconds = dbl_seconds / 100;

const int s_repeat = 1;
const int s_generation = 5000;
Random::Set(dbl_seconds);

/* all populations */
for(int i = 1; i <= s_repeat; ++i)
{
Environment env1(0);
env1.generateCondition(0.15,0.15);
Dominance doman;
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Population group(0), pop1(2000);
pop1.init(env1, doman);
int last = 0;
filename[0] = file1 + pbsjob;
filename[1] = file2 + pbsjob;
filename[2] = file3_0 + pbsjob;
filename[3] = file3_1 + pbsjob;
filename[4] = file3_2 + pbsjob;
filename[5] = file3_3 + pbsjob;
filename[6] = file12 + pbsjob;
// open files
openFiles(filename);

/* each population repeat thousand generations */
for (int t = 1; t <= s_generation; ++t)
{
cout<<"t = "<<t<<endl;
env1.generateCondition(0.15, 0.15);
pop1.makeZygote(group, env1,doman);
last = last + 1;
group.saveDiversity(group.getPopDiversity());
group.saveSize(group.getPopSize() );
std::cout<<"Population size is "<<group.getPopSize()<<std::endl;
double *popFit = group.getPopFitness();
if (popFit == NULL)
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{
group.saveFitnessB(popFit);
group.saveFitnessS1(popFit);
group.saveFitnessS2(popFit);
group.saveFitBS12(popFit);
std::cout<<"\nPopfitness = 0"<<std::endl;
break;
}
group.saveFitnessB(popFit);
group.saveFitnessS1(popFit);
group.saveFitnessS2(popFit);
group.saveFitBS12(popFit);
std::cout<<"\nPopfitness = "<<popFit[0]<<std::endl;
if (group.getPopSize() == 1)
{
last = last + 1;
delete [] popFit;
break;
}
else if (group.getPopSize() == 0)
{
delete [] popFit;
break;
}
else if (popFit[0] >= 10.0)
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{
delete [] popFit;
break;
}
else
{
delete [] popFit;
if (t < s_generation)
{
pop1 = group;
group.clear();
}
}
}//end generation
env1.clear();
doman.clear();
group.savePersistence(last);
group.clear();
pop1.clear();
closeFiles();
}//end repeat population
cout<<(clock()- start)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC<<" seconds\n";
return 0;
}
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Gene.h
#ifndef GENE_H
#define GENE_H
#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <string>

class Gene
{
///Assume all the individual are diploid
static const int s_diploid = 2;
///s_loci is the additive fitness related loci
static const int s_loci = 20;
///the "perfect" fitness of the individual in the benign environment
static const double s_fitness_0 = 1.05f;
///the "perfect" fitness of the individual in the stressful environment
static const double s_fitness_1 = 0.84f;
///how many environments we considered in the simulation
static const int s_nconditions = 2;
public:
/// Default constructor
Gene();
/// Default destructor
~Gene();
void clear();
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void operator=(Gene val);
// Data
public:
/*! @brief information of each allele (additive) including the code and weight
* To save the computing time, make the data public
*/
int code;
double* weight;

};

#endif //Gene_H

Gene.cpp
#include "gene.h"

Gene::Gene()
{
code = 2; //normal
weight = new double [s_nconditions];
weight[0] = s_fitness_0/s_diploid/s_loci;
weight[1] = s_fitness_1/s_diploid/s_loci;
}

Gene::~Gene()
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{
}

void Gene::clear()
{
delete [] weight;
}

void Gene::operator=(Gene val)
{
code = val.code;
weight[0] = val.weight[0];
weight[1] = val.weight[1];
}
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Dominance.h
#ifndef DOMINANCE_H
#define DOMINANCE_H
#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include "newran02\include.h"
#include "newran02\newran.h"

//using namespace std;
#ifdef use_namespace
using namespace NEWRAN;
#endif

class Dominance
{
///s_allele is the maximum appeared allele at the locus
static const int s_allele = 3;
///s_loci is the additive fitness related loci
static const int s_loci = 20;
public:
// Default constructor
Dominance();
// Default destructor
~Dominance();
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void clear();
/*! @brief Accessor function for fetching the dominance value
* used for computing the individual fitness
*/
double getDominance(int nLoci, int nAllele1, int nAllele2)const
{ return dominance_[nLoci][nAllele1][nAllele2]; }
private:
/*! @brief Mutator function for setting the dominance value
* a loci*allele1*allele2 3-dimension matrix * each locus has allele1*allele2 2-dimension symmetrical matrix
* eg. dominance_[loci_1][allele_1][allele_5] = -dominance_[loci_1][allele_5][allele_1]
* according to the literature, we assume the dominace ~ lognormal distribution
* with the mean = 0.1 and standard deviation = 0.1
*/
void init();
// Data
private:
/*! @brief dominance value of each possible allele pair per locus
* Assumption: constant for all individuals in the population,
*

all kinds of mutations as well as all environments the range [-1, 1]

*/
double *** dominance_;
};

#endif //DOMINANCE_H
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Dominance.cpp
#include "dominance.h"

Dominance::Dominance()
{
dominance_ = new double ** [s_loci];
for( int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i )
{
dominance_[i] = new double * [s_allele];
for( int j = 0; j < s_allele; ++j )
dominance_[i][j] = new double [s_allele];
}

init();
}
Dominance::~Dominance()
{
}

void Dominance::clear()
{
for (int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i)
{
for (int j = 0; j < s_allele; ++j)
delete [] dominance_[i][j];
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delete [] dominance_[i];
}
delete [] dominance_;

dominance_ = NULL;
}

void Dominance::init()
{
Uniform U;
for(int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i)
{
for(int j = 0; j < s_allele; ++j)
{
for(int k = 0; k < s_allele; ++k)
{
dominance_[i][j][k] = U.Next();
dominance_[i][k][j] = -dominance_[i][j][k];
}
dominance_[i][j][j] = 0.0;
}
}
}
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Environment.h
#ifndef ENVIRONMENT_H
#define ENVIRONMENT_H

#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include "newran02\include.h"
#include "newran02\newran.h"

//using namespace std;
#ifdef use_namespace
using namespace NEWRAN;
#endif

class Environment
{
///decide the occurrence of stressful environment
static const float s_stress_frequency = 0.10;
///s_nconditions describes the possible environments: benign or stressful
static const int s_nconditions = 2;
///s_allele is the all the possible allele could appeare at the locus
static const int s_allele = 3;
///s_loci is the total loci in the individual
static const int s_loci = 20;
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public:
//Default constructor
Environment();
// Default deconstuctor
~Environment();
void clear();
/*! @brief Accessor function for fetching the selection coefficient of
*

beneficial mutations used for computing the individual fitness

*/
double getSelect_Coeff_B(int nallele, int nloci )const;
/*! @brief Accessor function for fetching the selection coefficient of
*

deleterious mutations used for computing the individual fitness

*/
double getSelect_Coeff_D(int nallele, int nloci)const;

/*! @brief Accessor function for fetching mutational effect
* used for computing the the mean selection coefficient of beneficial mutations
* overall loci per allele per condition
*/
double getCoeffB(int allele, int loci, int condition)const
{
return selection_coefficient_b_[loci*s_allele+s_allele*s_loci*condition+allele];
}
/*! @brief Accessor function for fetching mutational effect
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* used for computing the the mean selection coefficient of deleterious mutations
* overall loci per allele per condition
*/
double getCoeffD(int allele, int loci, int condition)const
{
return selection_coefficient_d_[loci*s_allele+s_allele*s_loci*condition+allele];
}
/*! @brief Accessor function for getting the environment flag
*

used for computing the fitness contribution to next generation

*/
int getFlag()const { return envflag_; }

/*! @brief Mutator function for deciding the environment of population
*

in each generation (time step)

*/
void generateCondition(double stressFrequency);

private:
/*! @brief Mutator function for setting the mutational effects
*

(i.e., selection coefficient)

*

2 s_allele*s_loci*s_nconditions*s_nconditions vectors -

*

1 for beneficial mutatiaons, the other for deterious mutations

*/
void initSelctionCoefficients();
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// Data
private:
/*! @brief environmental condition vector for computing the overall mutational effects
*/
int * condition_;
/*! @brief decide the environment is benign or stressful(with disease outbreak)
*/
int envflag_;
/*! @brief s_allele*s_loci 1-dimension vector which stores the selection
*

coefficients of beneficial mutations vector values (random numbers)

*

are from the exponential distribution with

*

mean = 0.025, and coefficient of variance is 0.3

*/
double * selection_coefficient_b_;
/*! @brief s_allele*s_loci 1-dimension vector which stores the selection
*

coefficients of deleterious mutations

*

vector values (random numbers) are from the gamma distribution

*

with mean = 0.05, and coefficient of variance is 0.3

*/
double * selection_coefficient_d_;

};

#endif // ENVIRONMENT_H
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Environment.cpp
#include "environment.h"

Environment::Environment()
{
envflag_ = 0;
condition_ = new int [s_nconditions];

selection_coefficient_b_ = new double [s_allele * s_loci * s_nconditions];
selection_coefficient_d_ = new double [s_allele * s_loci * s_nconditions];

initSelctionCoefficients();
}

Environment::~Environment()
{
}

void Environment::clear()
{
delete [] condition_;
delete [] selection_coefficient_b_;
delete [] selection_coefficient_d_;
}
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void Environment::generateCondition(double stressFrequency)
{
Uniform U;
float rnd;

rnd = U.Next();

if (rnd < stressFrequency)
condition_[1] = 1;
else
condition_[1] = 0;

if (condition_[1] == 0)
condition_[0] = 1;
else
condition_[0] = 0;

if (condition_[0])
envflag_ = 0;
else
envflag_ = 1;
}

double Environment::getSelect_Coeff_D(int allele, int loci)const
{
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double mu_d_0, mu_d_1, mu_d_;
mu_d_0 = selection_coefficient_d_[loci*s_allele+s_allele*s_loci*0+allele];
mu_d_1 = selection_coefficient_d_[loci*s_allele+s_allele*s_loci*1+allele];
mu_d_ = mu_d_0 * condition_[0] + mu_d_1 * condition_[1];

if( mu_d_ > 1.0 )
mu_d_ = 1.0;

return mu_d_;
}

double Environment::getSelect_Coeff_B(int allele, int loci)const
{
double mu_b_0, mu_b_1, mu_b_;
mu_b_0 = selection_coefficient_b_[loci*s_allele+s_allele*s_loci*0+allele];
mu_b_1 = selection_coefficient_b_[loci*s_allele+s_allele*s_loci*1+allele];
mu_b_ = mu_b_0 * condition_[0] + mu_b_1 * condition_[1];

return mu_b_;
}

void Environment::sortArray(double *array, int length)
{
std::vector<double> sortingVector;
sortingVector.resize(length);
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for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
sortingVector[i] = array[i];

sort(sortingVector.begin(), sortingVector.end());

for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
array[i] = sortingVector[i];
}

void Environment::initSelctionCoefficients(double correlation)
{
double shape = 4;
double shape0 = 11.11;
Exponential E;
Gamma G(shape);
Gamma G0(shape0);

for(int cond = 0; cond < s_nconditions; ++cond)
{
if(cond == 0)
{
int start = cond * s_allele * s_loci;
for(int j = 0; j < s_allele * s_loci; ++j)
{
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//std::cout<<"Exp ="<<E.Next()<<std::endl;
selection_coefficient_b_[start+j] = E.Next()*0.02;//mean = 0.02

selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] = G0.Next()*0.00945;//u=0.105, std=0.03150
while( selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] > 1.0 )
{
//std::cout<<"deleterious mutation selection 1 while"<<std::endl;
selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] = G0.Next()*0.00945;
}
}
}
else if(cond == 1)
{
int start = cond * s_allele * s_loci;
for(int j = 0; j < s_allele * s_loci; ++j)
{
selection_coefficient_b_[start+j] = E.Next()*0.02; //mean = 0.02

selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] = G.Next()*0.030975; //u=0.1239, std=0.06195
while( selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] > 1.0 )
{
//std::cout<<"deleterious mutation selection 2 while"<<std::endl;
selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] = G.Next()*0.030975;
}
}
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}
else if(cond == 2)
{
int start = cond * s_allele * s_loci;
for(int j = 0; j < s_allele * s_loci; ++j)
{
selection_coefficient_b_[start+j] = E.Next()* 0.02; //mean = 0.02

selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] = G.Next()*0.030975;//u=0.1239, std=0.06195
while( selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] > 1.0 )
{
//std::cout<<"deleterious mutation selection 3 while"<<std::endl;
selection_coefficient_d_[start+j] = G.Next()*0.030975;
}
}
}
}
// std::cout<<"1111"<<std::endl;

if (correlation != 0.0)
{
makeCorrelation(selection_coefficient_b_, &selection_coefficient_b_[s_allele*s_loci],
&selection_coefficient_b_[2*s_allele*s_loci], s_allele*s_loci, correlation);
makeCorrelation(selection_coefficient_d_, &selection_coefficient_d_[s_allele*s_loci],
&selection_coefficient_d_[2*s_allele*s_loci], s_allele*s_loci, correlation);
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double xyCorrb = calculateCorr(selection_coefficient_b_,
&selection_coefficient_b_[s_allele*s_loci],
s_allele*s_loci);
double xzCorrb = calculateCorr(selection_coefficient_b_,
&selection_coefficient_b_[2*s_allele*s_loci], s_allele*s_loci);
double yzCorrb = calculateCorr(&selection_coefficient_b_[s_allele*s_loci],
&selection_coefficient_b_[2*s_allele*s_loci], s_allele*s_loci);
double xyCorr = calculateCorr(selection_coefficient_d_,
&selection_coefficient_d_[s_allele*s_loci],
s_allele*s_loci);
double xzCorr = calculateCorr(selection_coefficient_d_,
&selection_coefficient_d_[2*s_allele*s_loci], s_allele*s_loci);
double yzCorr = calculateCorr(&selection_coefficient_d_[s_allele*s_loci],
&selection_coefficient_d_[2*s_allele*s_loci], s_allele*s_loci);

if ((abs_double((xyCorrb - correlation)/correlation) > 0.05) ||
(abs_double((xzCorrb - correlation)/correlation) > 0.05) ||
(abs_double((yzCorrb - correlation)/correlation) > 0.05) ||
(abs_double((xyCorr - correlation)/correlation) > 0.05) ||
(abs_double((xzCorr - correlation)/correlation) > 0.05) ||
(abs_double((yzCorr - correlation)/correlation) > 0.05))
{
initSelctionCoefficients(correlation);
}
}
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if (correlation != 0.0)
{
shuffleArrays(selection_coefficient_b_, s_allele*s_loci);
shuffleArrays(selection_coefficient_d_, s_allele*s_loci);
}
}

void Environment::makeCorrelation(double *Xarray, double *Yarray, double *Zarray, int
length, double designedCor)
{
double corrXY = 0.0, corrXZ = 0.0, corrYZ = 0.0;
//int flag = 0; // imply the swap algorithm does not find the wanted correlation
int count = 0, pos = 0, tempa, tempb;
sortArray(Xarray, length);
sortArray(Yarray, length);
sortArray(Zarray, length);

double *tempX, *tempY, *tempZ;
int *index_X, *index_Y, *index_Z;

tempX = new double [length];
tempY = new double [length];
tempZ = new double [length];
index_X = new int [length];
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index_Y = new int [length];
index_Z = new int [length];

for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
{
tempX[i] = 0.0;
tempY[i] = 0.0;
tempZ[i] = 0.0;
index_X[i] = i;
index_Y[i] = i;
index_Z[i] = i;
}

while (count <= length/2/2)
{
if (count%3 == 0)
{
tempa = index_X[pos];
tempb = index_X[length-pos-1];
index_Y[pos] = tempb;
index_Y[length-pos-1] = tempa;
pos = pos + 1;
tempa = index_X[pos];
tempb = index_X[length-pos-1];
index_Z[pos] = tempb;
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index_Z[length-pos-1] = tempa;
pos = pos + 1;
count = count + 1;
}
else if (count%3 == 1)
{
tempa = index_Y[pos];
tempb = index_Y[length-pos-1];
index_Z[pos] = tempb;
index_Z[length-pos-1] = tempa;
pos = pos + 1;
tempa = index_Y[pos];
tempb = index_Y[length-pos-1];
index_X[pos] = tempb;
index_X[length-pos-1] = tempa;
pos = pos + 1;
count = count + 1;
}
else if (count%3 == 2)
{
tempa = index_Z[pos];
tempb = index_Z[length-pos-1];
index_X[pos] = tempb;
index_X[length-pos-1] = tempa;
pos = pos + 1;
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tempa = index_Z[pos];
tempb = index_Z[length-pos-1];
index_Y[pos] = tempb;
index_Y[length-pos-1] = tempa;
pos = pos + 1;
count = count + 1;
}

for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
{
tempX[i] = Xarray[index_X[i]];
tempY[i] = Yarray[index_Y[i]];
tempZ[i] = Zarray[index_Z[i]];
}

corrXY = calculateCorr(tempX, tempY, length);
corrXZ = calculateCorr(tempX, tempZ, length);
corrYZ = calculateCorr(tempY, tempZ, length);
//std::cout<<corrXY<<"__"<<corrXZ<<"__"<<corrYZ<<std::endl;

if ((abs_double((corrXY - designedCor)/designedCor) <= 0.05) &&
(abs_double((corrXZ - designedCor)/designedCor) <= 0.05) &&
(abs_double((corrYZ - designedCor)/designedCor) <= 0.05))
{
break;
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}
}

for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
{
Xarray[i] = tempX[i];
Yarray[i] = tempY[i];
Zarray[i] = tempZ[i];
}

delete [] tempX;
delete [] tempY;
delete [] tempZ;
delete [] index_X;
delete [] index_Y;
delete [] index_Z;
}

double Environment::abs_double(double value)
{
if( value < 0.0 ) return -value;
return value;
}

void Environment::shuffleArrays(double* theArray, int length)
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{
// Get pointers to the x, y and z portions of the array
double* xArray = theArray;
double* yArray = &theArray[length];
double* zArray = &theArray[length * 2];

// initialize random
srand( time(NULL) );

// shuffle the x, y and z array number "length" times
for( int i=0; i<length; ++i )
{
// produce two random position to be swapped
int pos1 = rand() % length;
int pos2 = rand() % length;

// swap these two positions in all the arrays (x, y and z);
// xArray
double swapValue = xArray[pos1];
xArray[pos1] = xArray[pos2];
xArray[pos2] = swapValue;

// yArray
swapValue = yArray[pos1];
yArray[pos1] = yArray[pos2];
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yArray[pos2] = swapValue;

// zArray
swapValue = zArray[pos1];
zArray[pos1] = zArray[pos2];
zArray[pos2] = swapValue;
}
//double currentCor = calculateCorr(xArray, zArray, length);
//std::cout<<"currentCor = "<<currentCor<<std::endl;
}

void Environment::generateCondition( float stress1Frequency, float stress2Frequency )
{
Uniform U;
float rnd, rnd1;

rnd = U.Next();
if (rnd < stress1Frequency)
condition_[1] = 1;
else
condition_[1] = 0;

rnd1 = U.Next();
if (rnd1 < stress2Frequency)
condition_[2] = 1;
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else
condition_[2] = 0;

if (!condition_[1] && !condition_[2])
condition_[0] = 1;
else
condition_[0] = 0;

if (condition_[0])
fitflag_ = 0;
else if (condition_[1] && condition_[2])
fitflag_ = 12;
else if (condition_[1])
fitflag_ = 1;
else
fitflag_ = 2;

}
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Individual.h
#ifndef INDIVIDUAL_H
#define INDIVIDUAL_H

#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <string>
#include <cmath>
#include <vector>
#include "newran02\include.h"
#include "newran02\newran.h"
#include "gene.h"
#include "dominance.h"
#include "environment.h"

//using namespace std;
#ifdef use_namespace
using namespace NEWRAN;
#endif

class Individual
{
///Assume all the individual are diploid
static const int s_diploid = 2;
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///s_loci is the additive fitness related loci
static const int s_loci = 20;
///individual fitness in bengin and stressful environments
static const double s_init_fitness_0 = 1.05f;
static const double s_init_fitness_1 = 0.84f;
///s_maxfitness is used for sort function
static const double s_maxfitness = 40000.0;
///s_nconditions describes the possible environments: benign and disease outbreak
static const int s_nconditions = 2;
///s_maxgamnum is the maximum gammete number each individual could reproduce
static const int s_maxgamnum = 12;
///s_beneficial_rate is the occurrence frequency of beneficial mutation
static const double s_beneficial_rate_benign = 0.000000156;
static const double s_beneficial_rate_harsh = 0.000000233;
///s_deleterious_rate_benign is the occurrence frequency of deleterious mutation
static const double s_deleterious_rate_benign = 0.0000156;
static const double s_deleterious_rate_harsh = 0.0000233;
///s_deleterious_rate is the initial deleterious allele in each individual
static const double s_init_deleterious_rate = 0.08;

public:
///constructor
Individual();
Individual(double s_maxfitness);
///Default deconstructor for avoiding memory leaking
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~Individual();
void clear ();
///Accessor Function
/*! @brief Calculate the genetic diversity of individual from gene_code_
*/
double getDiversity()const;
/*! @brief fetch the individual's fitness in all environment
*/
double* getFitness()const;
/*! @brief fetch the individual's fitness of specific environment
*/
double getSingleFitness(const Environment& env)const;
/*! @brief Fetch the number of gametes one individual produces
*/
int getGameteNum()const { return num_gamete_; }
/*! @brief Trace which gamete is used for reproducting baby
*/
int getUsedGamete()const { return gamete_used_; }
///GetGene Group
/*! @brief Fetching the gene code
*/
void getIndividualGene(std::vector< std::vector<Gene> >& )const;
/*! @brief Fetching the gamete
*/
void getGamete(std::vector<Gene>&, int gameteIndex )const;
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Gene* getGameteGene(int gameteIndex, int nLoci)const;
Gene* getIndGene(int ploidIndex, int nLoci)const;
int getCode(int ploidIndex, int nLoci)const {return gene_code_[ploidIndex][nLoci].code;}
int getGameteCode(int ploidIndex, int nLoci)const {return gamete_[ploidIndex][nLoci].code;}
///GetWeight Group
/*! @brief Fetch the fitness/allele
* used for computing the new individual's fitness
*/
double getCodeWeight0( int ploidIndex, int nLoci)const
{ return gene_code_[ploidIndex][nLoci].weight[0]; }
double getCodeWeight1( int ploidIndex, int nLoci)const
{ return gene_code_[ploidIndex][nLoci].weight[1]; }
/*! @brief Fetch the fitness score per gamete gene
* used for computing the new individual's fitness
*/
double getGameteWeight0( int gameteIndex, int nLoci )const
{ return gamete_[gameteIndex][nLoci].weight[0]; }
double getGameteWeight1( int gameteIndex, int nLoci )const
{ return gamete_[gameteIndex][nLoci].weight[1]; }

///Mutator Functions
/*! @brief Setting the initial genetic situation
*/
void init();
/*! @brief Set the initial realistic genetic situation 144

*

adding the deleterious alleles to the individual

*/
void initDegradation( const Environment& env );
/*! @brief Set the overall fitness for new individual
*/
void setFitness(double* fitval);
/*! @brief Update consuming gametes of each individual
*/
int setUsedGamete() { gamete_used_ = gamete_used_ + 1; return gamete_used_; }
/*! @brief Set the gene code for new individual
*/
void setCode(int gameteIndex, int nLoci, Gene* val )
= *val; }

{ gene_code_[gameteIndex][nLoci]

void setDiversity(double value) { heterozygosity_ = value; }
/*! @brief Compute the overall fitness of new individual
*/
void calFitness( const Dominance& domin );

///Biological Processes: produce gametes, and gamete muation
/*! @brief Reproduction (produce the gametes)
* Assumption: the process~poisson distribution with mean =
*

2*individual-based environment-dependent fitness_

*

the gamete gene code per locus is randomly picked up from the gene code

*/
void updateGamete( const Environment& env );
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/*! @brief Reproduction (produce the gametes)
* Assumption: the process~poisson distribution with mean =
*

2 * environment-dependent fitness_

*

the gamete gene code per locus is randomly picked up from the gene code

*/
void updateGamete1(const Environment& env);

/*! @brief Set the mutated gene code of the individual
* Assumption: beneficial and deleterious mutations occur independently per locus
*

the possible alleles range from 0 , 1 for both mutation types

*/
void mutateGamete( const Environment& env );

/// Data
private:
/// individual fitness score, updated from weight
double* fitness_;
/*! @brief individual genetic diversity, updated from gene_code_
*/
double heterozygosity_;
/*! @brief number of actual gamete that can be used in reproduction
*/
int num_gamete_ ;
/*! @brief number of gamete used for reproduction
*/
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int gamete_used_;
/// the gene composition of current individual, fixed dimension 2x20
Gene ** gene_code_;
/*! @brief The possible gene composition for reproduction, typical dimension ?x20
* s_maxgamma is only a capacity limit
* For real reproduction simulation, the actual number of gamete involved in
* reproduction is determined statistically based on individual fitness score
*/
Gene **gamete_;
};

#endif // INDIVIDUAL_H
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Individual.cpp
#include "individual.h"

Individual::Individual()
{
heterozygosity_ = 0.0;
num_gamete_ = 0;
gamete_used_ = 0;
fitness_ = new double [s_nconditions];

gene_code_ = new Gene *[s_diploid];
for (int i = 0; i < s_diploid; ++i)
gene_code_[i] = new Gene [s_loci];

gamete_ = NULL;
}

Individual::Individual(double s_maxfitness)
{
heterozygosity_ = 0.0;
num_gamete_ = 0;
gamete_used_ = 0;
fitness_ = new double [s_nconditions];
gene_code_ = new Gene *[s_diploid];
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for (int i = 0; i < s_nconditions; ++i)
fitness_[i] = s_maxfitness;

for (int j = 0; j < s_diploid; ++j)
gene_code_[j] = new Gene [s_loci];

gamete_ = NULL;
}

Individual::~Individual()
{
}

void Individual::clear()
{
for (int i = 0; i < s_diploid; ++i)
{
for (int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
{
gene_code_[i][j].clear();
}
delete [] gene_code_[i];
}
delete [] gene_code_;
gene_code_ = NULL;
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for (int i = 0; i < num_gamete_; ++i)
{
for (int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
gamete_[i][j].clear();
delete [] gamete_[i];
}
delete [] gamete_;
gamete_ = NULL;
delete [] fitness_;
fitness_ = NULL;
}
void Individual::init( )
{
fitness_[0] = s_init_fitness_0;
fitness_[1] = s_init_fitness_1;

for (int i = 0; i < s_diploid; ++i)
{
for (int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
gene_code_[i][j].code = 2;
}
}

void Individual::initDegradation( const Environment& env )
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{
Uniform U;

int del_allele = 0;
int temp = 0;
double rnd = 0.0;
for(int i = 0; i < s_diploid; ++i)
{
for(int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
{
rnd = U.Next();
if (rnd <= s_init_deleterious_rate)
del_allele = 1;

if (del_allele == 1)
{
temp = (int)floor(2*U.Next());
while (temp == j)
temp = (int)floor(2*U.Next());
gene_code_[i][j].code = temp;
gene_code_[i][j].weight[0] = gene_code_[i][j].weight[0]*(1-env.getCoeffD(temp,j,0));
gene_code_[i][j].weight[1] = gene_code_[i][j].weight[1]*(1-env.getCoeffD(temp,j,1));

del_allele = 0;
}
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}
}
}

double Individual::getDiversity()const
{
int count = 0;
double heterozygosity = 0.0;
for(int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i)
{
if (gene_code_[0][i].code != gene_code_[1][i].code)
count++;
}
heterozygosity = count/float(s_loci);
return heterozygosity;
}

double* Individual::getFitness()const
{
return fitness_;
}

double Individual::getSingleFitness(const Environment& env)const
{
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double fit = 0.0;
if (env.getFlag() == 0)
fit = fitness_[0];
else if (env.getFlag() == 1)
fit = fitness_[1];
return fit;
}

void Individual::getIndividualGene(std::vector<std::vector<Gene> >& ind_gene)const
{
ind_gene.resize(s_diploid);
for (int i = 0; i < s_diploid; ++i)
ind_gene[i].resize(s_loci);

for(int i = 0; i < s_diploid; ++i)
{
std::cout<<std::endl;
for(int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
{
ind_gene[i][j] = gene_code_[i][j];
std::cout<<std::setw(3)<<ind_gene[i][j].code;
std::cout<<std::endl;
std::cout<<std::setw(10)<<ind_gene[i][j].weight[0];
std::cout<<std::setw(10)<<ind_gene[i][j].weight[1];
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std::cout<<std::endl;
}
}
}

void Individual::getGamete(std::vector<Gene>& ancestor, int gameteIndex)const
{
if (gamete_ != NULL)
{
ancestor.resize(s_loci);
for( int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i )
{
ancestor[i] = gamete_[gameteIndex][i];
std::cout<<std::setw(3)<<ancestor[i].code;
std::cout<<std::endl;
std::cout<<std::setw(10)<<ancestor[i].weight[0];
std::cout<<std::setw(10)<<ancestor[i].weight[1];

std::cout<<std::endl;
}
}
}

Gene* Individual::getIndGene(int ploidIndex, int nLoci)const
{
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return &gene_code_[ploidIndex][nLoci];
}

Gene* Individual::getGameteGene(int gameteIndex, int nLoci)const
{
if (gamete_ != NULL)
return &gamete_[gameteIndex][nLoci];
else
return NULL;
}

void Individual::setFitness(double* fitval)
{
for (int i = 0; i < s_nconditions; ++i)
fitness_[i] = fitval[i];
}

void Individual::calFitness(const Dominance& domin )
{
//double * newfit;
double ** fit;
//newfit = new double [s_nconditions];
fit = new double * [s_loci];
for (int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i)
fit[i] = new double [s_nconditions];
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for (int i = 0; i < s_nconditions; ++i)
//newfit[i] = 0.0;
fitness_[i] = 0.0;

Uniform U;
double rnd, h;
rnd = 0.0;
h = 0.0;
//std::cout<<"111"<<std::endl;
for(int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i)
{
double diff0 = 0.0, diff1 = 0.0, diff2 = 0.0, diff3 = 0.0;

if(gene_code_[0][i].code != gene_code_[1][i].code)
{
rnd = U.Next();
//std::cout<<"fitrnd = "<<rnd<<std::endl;
if ( rnd < 0.5 )
{
h = domin.getDominance(i,gene_code_[0][i].code,gene_code_[1][i].code);

diff0 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[0] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[0];
if (diff0 < 0)
diff0 = - diff0;
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diff1 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[1] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[1];
if (diff1 < 0)
diff1 = - diff1;
diff2 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[2] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[2];
if (diff2 < 0)
diff2 = - diff2;
diff3 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[3] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[3];
if (diff3 < 0)
diff3 = - diff3;

fit[i][0] = h * diff0 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[0] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[0];
fit[i][1] = h * diff1 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[1] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[1];
fit[i][2] = h * diff2 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[2] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[2];
fit[i][3] = h * diff3 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[3] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[3];
}
else
{
h = domin.getDominance(i, gene_code_[1][i].code, gene_code_[0][i].code);
diff0 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[0] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[0];
if (diff0 < 0)
diff0 = - diff0;
diff1 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[1] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[1];
if (diff1 < 0)
diff1 = - diff1;
diff2 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[2] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[2];
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if (diff2 < 0)
diff2 = - diff2;
diff3 = gene_code_[0][i].weight[3] - gene_code_[1][i].weight[3];
if (diff3 < 0)
diff3 = - diff3;

fit[i][0] = h * diff0 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[0] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[0];
fit[i][1] = h * diff1 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[1] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[1];
fit[i][2] = h * diff2 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[2] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[2];
fit[i][3] = h * diff3 + gene_code_[0][i].weight[3] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[3];
}
}
else
{
fit[i][0] = gene_code_[0][i].weight[0] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[0];
fit[i][1] = gene_code_[0][i].weight[1] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[1];
fit[i][2] = gene_code_[0][i].weight[2] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[2];
fit[i][3] = gene_code_[0][i].weight[3] + gene_code_[1][i].weight[3];
}
}
//std::cout<<"222"<<std::endl;
for (int i = 0; i < s_nconditions; ++i)
for(int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
//newfit[i] = newfit[i] + fit[j][i];
fitness_[i] += fit[j][i];
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for (int i = 0; i < s_loci; ++i)
delete [] fit[i];
delete [] fit;

for (int i = 0; i < s_nconditions; ++i)
{
if (fitness_[i] > 10)
std::cout<<"Warning: my fitness > 10"<<std::endl;
}
}

void Individual::updateGamete( const Environment& env )
{
int flag = env.getFitFlag();
double rnd = 0.0;
double mean = 0.0;
if (flag == 0)
mean = 2 * fitness_[0];
else if (flag == 1)
mean = 2 * fitness_[1];
else if (flag == 2)
mean = 2 * fitness_[2];
else if (flag == 12)
mean = 2 * fitness_[3];
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Uniform U;
VariPoisson VP;

int temp = (int)VP.iNext(mean);
while (temp >= s_maxgamnum)
{
temp = (int)VP.iNext(mean);
}
num_gamete_ = temp;
if (num_gamete_ > 0)
{
gamete_ = new Gene* [num_gamete_];
for (int i = 0; i < num_gamete_; ++i)
gamete_[i] = new Gene [s_loci];
for(int i = 0; i < num_gamete_; ++i)
{
for(int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
{
rnd = U.Next();
if (rnd < 0.5)
{
gamete_[i][j] = gene_code_[0][j];
}
else
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{
gamete_[i][j] = gene_code_[1][j];
}
}
}
}
}

void Individual::mutateGamete( const Environment& env )
{
Uniform U;

int Mu, temp, flag;
float rnd;
flag = env.getFitFlag();
if (num_gamete_ > 0)
{
for(int i = 0; i < num_gamete_; ++i)
{
for(int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
{
rnd = U.Next();
if (flag == 0)
{
if (rnd <= s_beneficial_rate_benign)
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Mu = 1;
else if (rnd <= s_deleterious_rate_benign)
Mu = 2;
else
Mu = 0;
}
else
{
if (rnd <= s_beneficial_rate_harsh)
Mu = 1;
else if (rnd <= s_deleterious_rate_harsh)
Mu = 2;
else
Mu = 0;
}
if (Mu == 1)
{
temp = (int)floor(50 * U.Next());
while (temp == gamete_[i][j].code || temp < 0 || temp >= 50)
{
temp = (int)floor(50 * U.Next());
}
gamete_[i][j].code = temp;
gamete_[i][j].weight[0] = gamete_[i][j].weight[0]*(1+env.getSelect_Coeff_B(temp,j));
gamete_[i][j].weight[1] = gamete_[i][j].weight[1]*(1+env.getSelect_Coeff_B(temp,j));
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gamete_[i][j].weight[2] = gamete_[i][j].weight[2]*(1+env.getSelect_Coeff_B(temp,j));
gamete_[i][j].weight[3] = gamete_[i][j].weight[3]*(1+env.getSelect_Coeff_B(temp,j));
}
else if (Mu==2)
{
temp = (int)floor(50 * U.Next());
while (temp == gamete_[i][j].code || temp < 0 || temp >= 50)
{
temp = (int)floor(50 * U.Next());
}
gamete_[i][j].code = temp;
gamete_[i][j].weight[0] = gamete_[i][j].weight[0]*(1 - env.getSelect_Coeff_D(temp,j));
gamete_[i][j].weight[1] = gamete_[i][j].weight[1]*(1 - env.getSelect_Coeff_D(temp,j));
gamete_[i][j].weight[2] = gamete_[i][j].weight[2]*(1 - env.getSelect_Coeff_D(temp,j));
gamete_[i][j].weight[3] = gamete_[i][j].weight[3]*(1 - env.getSelect_Coeff_D(temp,j));
}//end mutation if
}//end loci
}//end each gamete
}//end if (gamete_num_ is great than 0)
}
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Population.h
#ifndef POPULATION_H
#define POPULATION_H

#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <string>
#include <vector>
#include <algorithm>
#include <iterator>
#include <cmath>
#include <fstream>
#include <iomanip>
#include "individual.h"
#include "dominance.h"
#include "environment.h"
#include "include.h"
#include "newran.h"

//using namespace std;
#ifdef use_namespace
using namespace NEWRAN;
#endif
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extern std::ofstream heterofile;
extern std::ofstream sizefile;
extern std::ofstream fit0file;
extern std::ofstream fit1file;
extern std::ofstream fit2file;
extern std::ofstream fit12file;
extern std::ofstream genefile;
extern std::ofstream livefile;
class Population
{
///s_loci is the additive fitness related loci
static const int s_loci = 20;
///s_allele is the possible allele at per locus
static const int s_allele = 50;
///s_nconditions is the environmental conditions: 2 stressors, 1 benign
static const int s_nconditions = 4;
static const int s_carrying_capacity = 2000;
static const double s_maxfitness = 40000.0;
static const int s_max_population_size = 10000;

public:
/// Default constructor
Population();
/// Constructor from size given
Population(int size);
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void operator=(Population orig);
/// Default deconstructor, dealloc memory
~Population();
void clear();
void init( const Environment& env, const Dominance& domin );
///Accessor Functions
/*! @brief Fetch the population fitness
* used for evaluate the mean population growth rate of next generation
* popFitness = sum(individual fitness)/population size
*/
double* getPopFitness()const;
/*! @brief Fetch the population diversity
* used for evaluate the population genetic health
* popFitness = sum(individual heterozygoty)/population size
*/
double getPopDiversity()const;
int getPopSize()const { return data_.size(); }
/*! @brief Fetch the population persistence time
*/
int getPopLast()const { return persistence_time_; }
/*! @brief Fetch the individual information from the population
*/
Individual* getIndividual( int idx ) { return data_[idx]; }
std::vector<Individual*> getIndividuals( int first, int last );
/*! @brief Fetch the mutational correlation of different environments
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* B - beneficial mutation; D - deleterious mutation;
* 0 - benign environment; 1 - stress 1; 2 - stress 2;
* popFitness = sum(individual heterozygoty)/population size
*/
double getMutCor01()const { return r01; }
double getMutCor02()const { return r02; }
double getMutCor12()const { return r12; }
/*! @brief Save function for keep the detail population information per generation
* Diversity - population heterozygosity per generation
* Fitness - population fitness per generation
* Size - population size per generation from data_.size()
* GeneComposition - the gene_code_ per individual in the population
* Persistence - how long the population could last
*/
void saveDiversity( double popdiversity )const;
void saveSize( int popsize )const;
void saveFitnessB( double* popFitenss)const;
void saveFitnessS1( double* popFitness)const;
void saveFitnessS2( double* popFitness)const;
void saveFitBS12( double* popFitness)const;
void saveGeneComposition();
void savePersistence(int lastTime );
/*! @brief Save function for keep the mutation correlation value
* M01 - mutations between benign and stress 1
* M02 - mutations between benign and stress 2
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* M12 - mutations between stress 1 and stress 2
*/
void saveM01(double r01);
void saveM02(double r02);
void saveM12(double r12);
///Mutator Functions
/// Biological process -- Migration & Reproduction
//delete the specific individual(s)
void emigrate( int index );
//the specific individual(s) move into a population
void immigrate( Individual* immigrator );
//delete several inviduals in a population
void move( int first, int last );
///Population Recruit
///void born( const Individual& newIndividual ) { data_.push_back( newIndividual ); }
void makeGroup( Individual* ind );// { data_.push_back(ind); }
/*! @brief assisstant function for density-dependent effect
* sort the population with each new individual's fitness
* merge used for the order function
*/
void mergesort(Population& pop, int first, int last, const Environment& env);
void merge(Population& pop, int first, int middle, int last, const Environment& env);
/*! @brief Advance function for non_selffertilzation reproduction
* the individuals in next generation from different individuals at current time
* the process passes the mutated gene_code_ and code_weight_ information,
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* it also gives the information of population size of next generation and
* judges the extinction ( Nt <= 1, Nt+1 = 0)
*/
void makeZygote(Population& group, const Environment& env, const Dominance& domin );
/*! @brief Compute the mutation correlation pattern after long evolutionary time
* include beneficial and deleterious mutations in 3 different environments
* assistant functions like mean, standard deviation and Pearson correlation
*/
void calMutationCorrelation(const Environment& env);
double calculateCorr(double * array1, double *array2, int length);
double calculateStd(double *array, int length);
double calculateMean(double *array, int length);
//Data
private:
/*! @brief Population Composition - contains of individuals
*/
std::vector<Individual*> data_;
Individual* tempB[5*s_max_population_size];
Individual* tempC[5*s_max_population_size];
int persistence_time_;
/*! @brief Mutation Correlation Values of each pair environments
*/
double r01, r02, r12;
};
#endif //POPULATION_H
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population.cpp
#include "population.h"
Population::Population()
{
}
Population::Population( int population_size )
{
if (population_size >= 1)
{
data_.resize( population_size );

for (int i = 0; i < population_size; ++i)
data_[i] = new Individual();
}
else
data_.resize(0);
r01 = 0;
r02 = 0;
r12 = 0;
persistence_time_ = 0;
}
Population::~Population()
{
}
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void Population::clear()
{
for (int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i)
{
data_[i]->clear();
delete data_[i];
}
data_.clear();
data_.resize(0);
}

void Population::operator=(Population orig)
{
for (int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i)
{
data_[i]->clear();
delete data_[i];
}
data_.clear();
int length = orig.getPopSize();
data_.resize(length);
for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
{
data_[i] = new Individual();
data_[i]->setFitness(orig.getIndividual(i)->getFitness());
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data_[i]->setDiversity(orig.getIndividual(i)->getDiversity());
for (int k = 0; k < s_loci; ++k)
{
data_[i]->setCode(0,k, orig.getIndividual(i)->getIndGene(0,k));
data_[i]->setCode(1,k, orig.getIndividual(i)->getIndGene(1,k));
}
}
}

void Population::init( const Environment& env, const Dominance& domin )
{
persistence_time_ = 0;
for( int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i )
data_[i]->init();

for( int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i )
{
data_[i]->initDegradation(env);
//data_[i]->setFitness( data_[i]->calFitness(domin) );
data_[i]->calFitness(domin);
//data_[i]->getFitness();
}
}

double* Population::getPopFitness()const
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{
double *sum;
if (data_.size() <= 0)
{
std::cout<<"Population go extinction!"<<std::endl;
return NULL;
}
else
{
sum = new double [s_nconditions];
for(int j = 0; j < s_nconditions; ++j)
{
sum[j] = 0.0;
for(int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i)
{
sum[j] = sum[j]+ data_[i]->getFitness()[j];
}
sum[j] = sum[j]/data_.size();
//std::cout<<"Sum"<<j<<"is "<<sum[j]<<" ";
}
}
return sum;
}

double Population::getPopDiversity()const
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{
double popdiversity = 0.0;
double sum = 0.0;

if (data_.size()<= 0)
return 0.0;
else
{
for(int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i)
sum = sum + data_[i]->getDiversity();
popdiversity = sum/data_.size();
return popdiversity;
}
}

std::vector<Individual*> Population::getIndividuals( int first, int last )
{
int n = last - first + 1;
std::vector<Individual*> organization(n);
for( int i = 0; i < n; ++i )
organization[i] = data_[ 0+first+i ];

return organization;
}
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void Population::saveDiversity( const std::string& filename1, double popdiversity )const
{
std::ofstream heterofile;
heterofile.open( filename1.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if( heterofile.is_open())
{
heterofile<<popdiversity<<"\n\r\n\r";
heterofile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveSize( const std::string& filename2, int popsize )const
{
std::ofstream sizefile;
sizefile.open( filename2.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if(sizefile.is_open())
{
sizefile<<data_.size()<<"\n\r\n\r";
sizefile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}
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void Population::saveFitnessB(const std::string& filename3_0, double* popFit)const
{
std::ofstream fitfile;
//fitfile.open(filename2, ios::out | ios::app | ios::binary );
fitfile.open( filename3_0.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if(fitfile.is_open())
{
if (popFit != NULL)
fitfile<<popFit[0]<<"\n\r\n\r";
else//popFit = NULL
fitfile<<0<<"n\r\n\r";
fitfile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveFitnessS1( const std::string& filename3_1, double* popFit)const
{
std::ofstream fitfile;
fitfile.open( filename3_1.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if(fitfile.is_open())
{
if (popFit != NULL)
fitfile<<popFit[1]<<"\n\r\n\r";
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else//popFit = NULL
fitfile<<0<<"n\r\n\r";
fitfile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveFitnessS2( const std::string& filename3_2, double* popFit)const
{
std::ofstream fitfile;
fitfile.open( filename3_2.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if(fitfile.is_open())
{
if (popFit != NULL)
fitfile<<popFit[2]<<"\n\r\n\r";
else//popFit = NULL
fitfile<<0<<"n\r\n\r";
fitfile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveFitnessBS( const std::string& filename3_3, double* popFit)const
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{
std::ofstream fitfile;
fitfile.open( filename3_3.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if(fitfile.is_open())
{
if (popFit != NULL)
fitfile<<popFit[3]<<"\n\r\n\r";
else//popFit = NULL
fitfile<<0<<"n\r\n\r";
fitfile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveGeneComposition( const std::string& filename4 )const //only the last
{
std::ofstream genefile;
genefile.open( filename4.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if(genefile.is_open())
{
for(int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i)
{

for(int j = 0; j < s_loci; ++j)
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{
genefile<<std::setw(4)<<data_[i]->getCode(0,j);
}
genefile<<"\n\r\n\r";

for(int k = 0; k < s_loci; ++k)
{
genefile<<std::setw(4)<<data_[i]->getCode(1,k);
}
genefile<<"\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r";

}
genefile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::savePersistence( const std::string& filename12, int lastTime )const
{
std::ofstream livefile;
livefile.open( filename12.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if(livefile.is_open())
{
livefile<<lastTime<<"\n\r\n\r";
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livefile.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveM01( const std::string& filename6, double b01 )const
{
std::ofstream mufile1;
mufile1.open( filename6.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if( mufile1.is_open())
{
mufile1<<getMutCor01()<<"\n\r\n\r";
bmufile1.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveM02( const std::string& filename7, double b02 )const
{
std::ofstream mufile2;
mufile2.open( filename7.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if( mufile2.is_open())
{
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mufile2<<getMutCor02()<<"\n\r\n\r";
mufile2.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::saveBM12( const std::string& filename8, double r12 )const
{
std::ofstream mufile3;
mufile3.open( filename8.c_str(), std::ios::out | std::ios::app | std::ios::binary );
if( mufile3.is_open())
{
mufile3<<getMutCor12()<<"\n\r\n\r";
mufile3.close();
}
else
std::cout<<"Unable to open file!";
}

void Population::emigrate(int index)
{
data_.erase( data_.begin()+index );
}
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void Population::immigrate( Individual* immigrator )
{
data_.push_back(immigrator);
}

void Population::move(int first, int last)
{
//std::cout<<"last = "<<last<<std::endl;

for (int i = first; i <= last; ++i)
{
//printf("%d %X\n", i, data_[i]);
data_[i]->clear();
delete data_[i];
}
data_.erase( data_.begin()+first, data_.begin()+last+1 );
}

void Population::makeGroup( Individual* ind )
{
data_.push_back(ind);
}

void Population::mergesort(Population& pop, int first, int last, const Environment& env)
{
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int middle = 0;
if (first < last)
{
middle = (first + last)/2;
mergesort(pop, first, middle, env);
mergesort(pop, middle+1, last, env);
merge(pop, first, middle, last, env);
}
}

void Population::merge(Population& pop, int first, int middle, int last, const Environment& env)
{
int b = middle-first + 1;
int c = last - middle;

for (int i = 0; i < b; ++i)
tempB[i] = data_[first+i];

for (int j = 0; j < c; ++j)
tempC[j] = data_[middle+j+1];

Individual * indB, * indC;
indB = new Individual(s_maxfitness);
indC = new Individual(s_maxfitness);
tempB[b] = indB;
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tempC[c] = indC;

int x = 0, y = 0;
for (int k = first; k <= last; k++)
{
if (tempB[x]->getSingleFitness(env) <= tempC[y]->getSingleFitness(env))
data_[k] = tempB[x++];
else
data_[k] = tempC[y++];
}
indB->clear();
indC->clear();
delete indB;
delete indC;
}

/* Non-selffertilization Reproduction */
void Population::makeZygote(Population& group, const Environment& env, const Dominance&
domin )
{
/*! @brief declare for local varaibles
* used for computing the new individuals in next generation
* and sorting them by their fitness, truncate to the carrying capacity K
*/
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Uniform U;
int Ind = 0, partner1 = 0, partner2 = 0;
std::vector<Individual*> reproduction;
reproduction.resize(0);
//std::cout<<"@@@@@"<<std::endl;
for(int i = 0; i < data_.size(); ++i)
{
data_[i]->updateGamete( env );
data_[i]->mutateGamete( env );
if (data_[i]->getGameteNum() > 0)
reproduction.push_back(data_[i]) ;
}
int lastIndex = reproduction.size() - 1;
Individual * baby;
/* Compute each babay */
while (lastIndex >=1)
{
baby = new Individual();
int p1 = 0, p2 = 0, replace = 0;
///randomly select the partner1 (mommy)
partner1 = (int)floor((lastIndex+1) * U.Next());
///increse the used gamete to 1
p1 = reproduction[partner1]->getUsedGamete();
reproduction[partner1]->setUsedGamete();
///new individual get its genetic information from mommy
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for( int k = 0; k < s_loci; ++k )
{
baby->setCode(0, k, reproduction[partner1]->getGameteGene(p1, k));
}
///no available gamete left, shrink the array
if (reproduction[partner1]->getUsedGamete() == reproduction[partner1]->getGameteNum())
{
reproduction[partner1] = reproduction[lastIndex];
lastIndex = lastIndex - 1;
replace = 1; //flag to avoid the partner2 is the same as partner1
}
///randomly select the partner2 (daddy), and confirm it is not as partner1
do
{
partner2 = (int)floor((lastIndex+1) * U.Next());
}
while (reproduction[partner2] == reproduction[partner1] && replace == 0);
replace = 0;
///increse the used gamete to 1
p2 = reproduction[partner2]->getUsedGamete();
reproduction[partner2]->setUsedGamete();
//new individual get its genetic information from daddy
for( int k = 0; k < s_loci; ++k )
{
baby->setCode(1, k, reproduction[partner2]->getGameteGene(p2, k) );
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}
/// no available gamete left, shrink the array
if (reproduction[partner2]->getUsedGamete() ==
reproduction[partner2]->getGameteNum())
{
reproduction[partner2] = reproduction[lastIndex];
lastIndex = lastIndex - 1;
}
baby->calFitness(domin);
Ind = Ind + 1; //count the size of the next generation
group.makeGroup( baby );
} //end non-extinction situation
//std::cout<<"!!!!"<<std::endl;
reproduction.clear();
/* sort the new babies according to their fitness and kill the low fitness ones*/
int length = group.getPopSize()- 1;
group.mergesort(group, 0, length, env);
int kill = 0;
if( group.getPopSize() > s_carrying_capacity )
{
kill = group.getPopSize() - s_carrying_capacity;
group.move( 0, kill-1 );
}
}
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double Population::calculateMean(double *array, int length)
{
double mean = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
mean = mean + array[i];
mean = mean/(double)length;
return mean;
}

double Population::calculateStd(double *array, int length)
{
double std = 0.0, mean = 0.0, sum = 0.0;
mean = calculateMean(array, length);
for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
{
sum = sum + pow(array[i] - mean, 2);
}
std = sqrt(sum/(double)length);
return std;
}

double Population::calculateCorr(double * array1, double *array2, int length)
{
double correlation = 0.0;
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double meanX = calculateMean(array1, length);
double meanY = calculateMean(array2, length);
double stdX = calculateStd(array1,length);
double stdY = calculateStd(array2, length);

double sum = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
sum += (array1[i] - meanX)*(array2[i] - meanY);

correlation = sum /((length)*(stdX*stdY));
//std::cout<<"the correlation is "<<correlation<<std::endl;
return correlation;
}

void Population::calMutationCorrelation()
{
int length = 0;
length = data_.size();
if (length <= 1)
{
r01 = 0.0;
r02 = 0.0;
r12 = 0.0;
}
else
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{
double * benignArray = new double [length];
double * stress1Array = new double [length];
for (int i = 0; i < length; ++i)
{
benignArray[i] = data_[i]->getFitness()[0];
stress1Array[i] = data_[i]->getFitness()[1];
}
}
r01 = calculateCorr(benignArray, stress1Array, length);
delete [] benignArray;
benignArray = NULL;
delete [] stress1Array;
stress1Array = NULL;
}
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